
0h(growth T7orests 
in North-east NSW, 

ITS NOW OR NEVER. 
The best forests have already gone, we are continuing to jeopardise the future of many more of our unique plants 
and animals, stream flow and water quality is continuing to decline, we have an abysmal reserve system designed 
to exclude productive forest and we are about to loose most of our remaining oldgrowth forest. We have already 
sacrificed too much oldgrowth forest, it is past a crisis, an ecological disaster of unprecedented proportions is in 
process. 	... . 

The forests need your help urgently. This election will determine their. future. Please act now to force 
political parties to agree to immediately protect all remaining oldgrowth forest 

In north-east NSW the coastal and tableland forests have been severely degraded. There are relatively extensive 
areas of unlogged forest and woodland left along the rugged Great Escarpment. These are predominantly poor 
stunted forests on precipitous slopes which have survived due to theft being "useless lands" for exploitation. 

Scattered around the escarpment of the tablelands are most of the vestiges of our unlogged (but ldggable) forests 
on less steep slopes, of which a portion are the productive oldgrowth forests essential for the survival of so many 
of our plants and animals. 

Far from reducing the rates of oldgrowth logging State FOrests are, accelerating logging. This, coupleU with Stató 
Forests's inflated estimates of the timber available, means that all loggable oldgrowth and wilderness outside the 
existing reserve system is likely to be gone within five years. 

The National Forest Policy Statement was signed in 1992.by PremierFahey and Prime Minister Keating. It 
committed both governments to incorporate all wilderness and high conservation value oldgrowth forests into the 
restive system by the end of this year. Premier Fahey has made no real progress to fulfilling this promise, when 
he does make vague attempts the National Party soon bring him back into line. 

The Government and industry know there is not long left before the loggable oldgrowth is gone. They know the 
writing is on the wall and so are delaying as long as they can to get all that they can. 

It is evident that it is only a vocal minority of the community (24% according to the Herald-McNair Poll) who 
support oldgrowth forest logging. It is time for the silent majority to speak out and force the politicians to listen. It 
is now or never for our oldgrowth forests, one more term of government will seal theft fate and that of the 
numerous species which depend upon oldgrowth for theft survival. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

• Write letters to Premier John Fahey, Opposition Leader Bob Can (Parliament House, Sydney) or 
Prime Minister Paul Keating (Parliament House, Canberra) 

• . Ring or visit your local political candidates. 	 . 
• Write letters to the editor, go on talkback radio, let your voice be heard. 
• Attend gatherings to protect forests 
• Make doriations to NEFA  

Demand a commitment to the immediate cessation of oldgrowth forest logging and the protection from 
further degradation of all high conservation value forests. 

FORESTS MUST SURVIVE 95 	 NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE 
149 KEEN STREET. LISMORE, 2480 Ph. 066 224 737 
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The investigadon of your complaint may take some little time, depending upon 
the availability 0f wimessc and (he viva) demands on the time of the 
investigating officer. 

Yours sincerely 

cc—C 
.....- 

JWI'er 
DZI'Vt%' OMBUDSMAN 

/ 	
(Police Complaints) - 

04'1994.lt- 
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Ms. Fenefla BARRY 
Wilderness Society 
59 Hardware Street 
Melbourne Vie 3000 
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A 	INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS DEPARTMENT 
VICTCR!A OUCE 	 23 CLARENDON STREET :a 	EAST MEL?OUP.NE. 'tic. 30C2 

• 	 D.T.S. O72 

10 November, 1994. 

FROM t1S MELBOURNE 

10-6- 

DearMs.BARRY,..-- --- 	-- 	- - - 	-- - 
On behalf of the Assistant Commissioner Internal Investigations, 

I write to advise you that your letter has been received at this Department. 

You will be contacted by an Officer of Police in due course in 
relation to the matters you mentioned in your letter. The Officer will explain to you in 
detail the nature of his role, and will keep you informed of the progress of the enquiry. 

At the completion of the enquiry you will receive advice in writing 
as to the result of the investigation conducted by the Officer. 

If you are not happy with the results of the enquiry, you are 
welcome to contact the Deputy Ombudsman ( Police Complaints), who is located at the 
Level 12, 303 Collins Street Melbourne, or may be contacted by telephone by calling 
6136222 

Yours sincerely 

Acting Chief Inspector (Classifications) 
for Gavin BROWN 
Assistant Commissioner Internal Investigations 

— 	 -. 
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MEDIA ALERT MEDIA ALtRT MEDIA ALERT 

r 	Media Seminar on Leo-Terrorism 

The Porest Protection Society (FPS) isto hold a One hour seminar on the increasing problem of &o. Terrorf.m, in the Forests ained at explaining to the media the growing problem this is Creang for both timber workers and their families, 

1* accMi a  w.vyiuipj n-cm tne mecia on this issue in helping to combat this serious proWem. 

Guest speakers will includes 

Detective Senior Sergeant, Terry Watch 	Vic Police Senior Constable, Laurie Joyce 	NSW Police Senior Constable, Reg Hitiepje 	NSW Police 

Wives of sabotage vkiim in the forest will also be present to discuss their plight. 

Date: 	Thursday)  20th October 

Venue:Comnijuse Room S23, Second Floor 
Senate Side, ParIijjit House, Canberra 

TIme: 	10.00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m. 

LOTE: 

Contact; 

( 

There will be 20 minutes allocated for question s at  the cnd of sezriinar. 

Robyn Loydell on (06) 285 3833. 	Os Lgs 

'I 

if 
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Pour gteens juit govt committee in protest over forest logging 
Four conservationists yes-

terday resigned from the 
NSW Government's forestry 
advisory committee over the 
continued logging of native 

• forests, saying the consulta-
tive process was merely a 
token. 	-. 

-Among those who quit 
was North Coast-based North 

- East Forest Alliance co-ordi-
nator Dallan Pugh. 

The other conservation-
ists were South East Forests 
Conservation Council execu-
tive member Stephen Jagoe, 
and North Coast Environ- 

ment Council vice-president 
Lyn Orrego. 

In a prepared statement, 
the four said they had ten-
dered their resignations from 
the NSW Forestry Policy 
Advisory Committee, effec-
tive immediately 

Mr Pugh said the contin-
ued logging of native forests 
had been the last straw for 
members of the forestry advi-
sory committee. 

"We tried our hardest to 
resolve forest issues with the 
interests of all, but the 
process has been frustrating  

to say the least," he said. 
"Most frustrating was the 

Government's unwillingness 
to take on board r?commen-
dations of the committee, and 
the 'fact:  that policies were 
being developed in isolation, 
at best with us seeing them 
only after they were formu-
lated." 

NSW Nature Conserva-
tion Council executive officer 
Sid Walker, a conservation 
representative on the com-
mittee, said Conservation 
Minister George Souris had 
particularly upset environ- 

mentalists. 
He said that in recent 

days, Mr Souris had 'enraged 
conservationists with his 
insistence that logging will 
continue in -those areas in 
NSW identified by Federal 
Environment Minister John 
Faulkner as likely to have 
high conservation value'. - 

"The NSW Government 
has generally played a despi-
cable role in the debate over 
woodchip licences,"- he said. 

"It has actively attempted 
to undermine Common-
wealth efforts - however  

inadequate - to give effect to 
the moratorium obligations 
of the National Forest Policy 
Statement." - 

Mr Pugh said the conser-
vation representatives :were 
leaving the committee, estab-
lished in February 1994,with 
regret-  

He plans to now take up a 
position on the -National For-
est Policies Committee. 

• 	"I'llgive it a go, but if it 
turns out to be as much of a 
farce as the NSW Forestry 
Policy Advisory committee,-
I'll be out," he said.-- -. 

c 
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The $on Dick Adams 
Mernbei for Lyons 
P0 Box 50 
PERTh lAS 1300 

Dear Mr Adams 

I have been asked by Mr Keith Sullivan,Divlilonal General Mn*ger of Sotal 
Timber, to extend an invitation for you to Join other Federal LaborMP, and 
Ministers In an inspection of logging areas In state Forests, It typical timber null, a 
valus.added plant. Allen Taylor and Co's woodebipper at Tea G.zdens and - 
$atiillcrs Exjorts fly Ltd (SEPL's) woedohip terminal at Kooragaug Island, 

Newcastle. 

I believe Fri March Si - the Friday after our next sitting. wvuld be an 
appropriate itS. 

If you are lntq rested in attending, could you pleaso notify David Sincroft in my 
electorate o e on (066) 42 5757. 

Yours sincc4iy 
,441 7  (4.tsata._. 
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066 224737 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD. 

PHONE 971 0836.AH 
GOING, GOING, GONE. 
Old growth forest. 
The Federal Minister for the Environment Mr Faulkner 
originally nominated 1300 compartments or coups of high 
conservation old growth forest for protection nationally 
pending further environmental assessment. 
This was later cut down to 509 coups or 60,000 hectares 
nationally as a compromise with the timber industry. The 
industry was not happy so a further compromise was 
sought. The areas where logging has already commenced 
or areas partly logged will continue to be logged. This 
brought the total to 452 coups nationally. The timber 
industry still wanted more. 
If this is not bad enough the situation in NSW is 
critical. Of the remaining 452 coups for assessment 247 
are in NSW where logging has already commenced 
regardless of further assessment. As an example some of 
these forest coups are Chaelundi coup 4, Richmond Range 
coup 341, Barrington Tops coup 45, and Whian Whian coup 
66. In an article in the Sydney Morning Herald February 
11, NSW defies PM over woodchipping. Mr Richard Stanton 
executive officer of the NSW State Forest said his 
organisation would defy the compromise and allow logging 
in nearly all of the 247 coups remaining as been 
identified as high conservation old growth forest. The 
NSW State Forest is targeting the remaining list of high 
conservation old growth forest in its logging program 
regardless of any further assessment by the Federal 
government and with the assessment process at the state 
level mainly being left up to State Forest with only a 
token input by National Parks and other State government 
departments. This is a department that regularly breaches 
its own laws and regulations and goes against the advice 
of other government departments and community groups. 
This obviously means there will be none left to save in 
NSW regardless that poils shows 80% of the Australians 
are against the logging of old growth forests. This is 
the contempt Mr Fahey shows for the people of NSW. 

The NSW State Forest under the Fahey Government 
directions is hell bent in destroying the last of all of 
the high conservation old growth forest left. People who 
care about the environment and are voting in March should 
seriously look at what their political party is going to 
do to save the last of these old growth forest. Thank you 
Mr Stanton and Mr Fahey on behalf of the people of NSW. 

T J Bidder 
Concerned Citizen. 
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Forest Embassy 
Hyde Park Sydney, March 12-24th 

An Forest Embissy is to be installed in Hyde Park to counter-act the loggers and 
Forest Product; Association (FPA) action outside Federal Parliament earlier this 
month and to provide information about the plight of our forests. The timing of the 
State Election i.i this regard is fortuitous. 

We may hold . public meeting in ilyde Park just prior to the setting-up of the main 
tent. Rather than asking for permission from the Sydney City Council we are 
approaching the relevant frboriginal Land Council. 

The Embassy i.s intended as a focus for information, networking and support for the 
protection of all old growth forests and other high conservation value areas. We are 
calling for an immediate end to the woodchipping of our native forests. There is 
support from over 80% of the electorate and we intend to push for our democratic 
rights to have the industry restructured and these vital areas preserved for all to 
enjoy. In addition we call for a sustainable alternative fibre strategy to be 
implemented to satisfy our paper requirements and fibre board needs. 

We will need to take care of our water and sewage requirements. Please bring plate; 
mug, bedding, tent/tarp/tipi, musical instruments, water containers, solar panels & 
batteries, and a sealable bucket. 

Spread the word as creatively and as widely as possible through your network and to 
all educational and community organisations. 
The threatened forests and species requite our assistance at this critical time. 
We need-as uiu1y peopic as possible. 
Please contact either Luke or Willow for further information 
c/- NFJFA, BSLC, 149 Keen St, Lismore 2480. Phone (066) 224 737, or your local 
Environment Centre; or just bring a group of people along from your local 
bioregion. 

Any ideas for speakers/events/entertainment are sought. The NEFA Liberation 
Cafe will also be on-site to provide good Vegan tucker. 
We plan to invite groups such as TWS, ACE, Greening Australia, National Parks, 
WIRES, etc. 

Hope to see you all there, 

OM GAlA 
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DRAFT — FOR COMMENT 

North East Forest Affiance 
Media Release 	1995 

CARR'S FOREST POLICY REQUIRES MORE DETAIL 
The State ALPs Forest Policy offers woilhwhile hñtialives though until Mr. Can provides more 
dinils it is impossible to tell whether the policy will in reality result in real protethion of our rapidly 
&o. .thing oldgrowth forests and wilderness, according to North East Forest Alliance (NEFA) 
spokesperson Dallan Pugh. 

Mr. Pugh said that it is cividthit that both the ALP and the LiberalfNalionals are well aware of the 
oveiwhehSg public support for the protection of oldgrowth forests and that the logging of 
oldgrowth forests In north-east NSW will be completed wilIthx five ytars. 

"Mr. Cart needs to give a clear and unambiguous connnittment to immediately pmtcct high 
conservation value oldgrowth forest and wilderness and detail the assessment process to be used to 
identify inoratoria to protect these area?. 

"Utthl this is done there can be no guarantee that the ALP's policy will ammount to more than the 
hollow rhetoric of the current government". 

'0eV "The inlitative of connnining sivilflcant f*mds to assist fri limber thdustzy resbvctuling is to be highly 
Lj 	praised" 

,Q rhough there needs to be a conmtnent to an open piocess and guarantee that the $60 million from 
C1 (P  the Environmental Trusts will only be used to compensate workers for the direct protection of 

threatened forest?, 

"The inevitable induaty restnzcting resàlling from the i..$ting out of oldgrowth forests must not be 
compensated fW  he said. 

Mr. Pugh said that in accordance with the Niional Forest Policy the ALP Policy gives a 
tH comminsuent to undertake comnpreheSve regional assessments and to establish comptthenthve, 

- and representative reserve systems. 

Again there needs to be a cummifinient to a balanced, open and accountable process that will enswe 
the assessment is done properly. 

Unti Mr. Cart is jkepared to elaborate on these aspects of his policy it will be impossible to determine 
whether what he is proposing will be substantially difirent firom current practices", 
Mt Pugh said. 

0VIe can not agree with a number of other aspecs of Can's FofestPobcy. But if we can get firm and 
worthwhile eonSttmenls on these fimdanenW issues we will be able to have faith that a Can 
Labour Guvernment will offer more for north-east NSW's forests that the Fahey Gonrmnent", 

"With less than five years left it is now or never for our oldgrowth forest and wilderness", Mr. Pugh 
said. 

FOR FURTHER INFO RMA11ON PtEASE CONTACT PAl LAN PUGH ON 066 882268 - 



Old'Growth Forests of NS 
How much is gone? 

forest cover gone 
50% 

How much is left? 

Since European settlement half of NSW native forests have been cleared 

rainforest logged 
80% 

S 'XN"\\\'' \\\\\\ rain Qrestunlo 

The 1982 Wran Rainforest decision saved much rainforest in NSW. However, rainforest is still logged and under Threat in NSWor  
 as State 

Forests refuse to agree that rainforest with a Brushbox or other eucalyptus emerging from it is rainforest, despite many scientists so testiQying. 
- 

\\W \ \\ \" logged (eucalypt) forest old growth (eQçIyt forest 
_ 	95.5% 	 . . 4.52( 

The ésoiiiissment Commission (1990) estimated 1,141,000 ha to be uniogged eucalypt forest. Two thirds of this is reserved (only 3% 
of the original). Mt?ch of the remaining old growth is now highly fragmented, criss-crossed by fire trails and continues to be tagged. 

Since this estates mi 'in 1990,stt!rest of NSW cintlue to log 
%ft 

 

Old growth Forest at the rate of 20,000 ha per year460 HA PER DAY) 
(References: Professor FL Recher, Resource Assessment Commission) ' 

N.E.RA NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE THE "FOREST MUS 
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Old GrowEk Forests of North East NSW are being felledfor Woodc/z4,s 

* Australia exports 5 million tonnes of woodchips per year 
*60% of timber removed from NSW native hardwood forests is woodchipped 

* 500,000- tonnes/year (10% of Australia's 5 million tonnes) 
• of export woodchips comes from the NSW north coast 

* Now there's a new license for an extra 140,000 tonnes from the NSW north coast 

ktrwr1we4k4&ew4!raCJ1nM1i I&ptju&tlro  

* A 1989 letter from the Forestiy Commission to Boral states: 'Pulpwood supplies will include a proportion of logging residue and 
slMcultural treatment from "old growth" forests. The Commission will require the company to increase its utilisation of this resoune to 
guarantee the additional supplies soughr. Big old trees with little or no timber value are felled for woodchips. 

il's, LW kauM, it's Sq-nil] Residues 	Wit. 
t Many woodchips from sawmill residues are not genuine residues. One mill on the north coast has an output of 3% sawn timber and 
97% woodchips from so-called "sawmill residuéf 

Sawmillers Export fly Ltd (SEPL) estimates that 1,000 to 1,500 tonnes of woodchip from the north coast peryear 
wilt be obtained from culls from old growth forests and that this would increase to up to 10,000 tonnes per year 

N.E.FA. NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE 'PORESTS MUST SURVIVE 95" 



Old'Growth Forests. of NS 
How much is gone? 
	

How much is left.? 
\ forest cover gone 	forescoyer 

50% 
Since European settlement half of NSW native forests have been cleared 

•\e\\\\\\\' \\\\\ \\N rainforest logged 	raInTorestqnlo 
80% 

NO, 

V The 1982 Wrari Rainforest decision saved much rainforest in NSW. However, rainforest is still logged and under threat in 145W as State 
Forests refkse to agree that rainforest with a Brushbox or other eucalyptus emerging from it is rainforest, despite many scientists so testif'ing. 

logged (eucalypt) forest. old growth ( \\\\\\\   

7y.It   forest 
__  	.95.5% . 

The   esourciAisment Commission (1990) estimated 1,141,000 ha to be un.logged eucalypt forest. Two thirds of this is reserved (only 3% 
of the original). Mt?ch of the remaining old growth is now highly fragmented, criss-crossed by fire trails and continues to be logged. 

Since this estiate was m'in1990 ttTrest of NSW cntiue to log 
Old growth Forest at the rate of 20,000 ha per year4O HA PER DAY) 

(References: Professor H. Recher, Resource Assessment Commission) 	J N.E.F.A NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE THE 'FOREST MIJST'SURVTvP 'Qv' 



High Conservation Value Forests 
) old growth — wilderness — endangered species 

needed for an adequate reserve system 
'State and Federal governments signed the National Forest Policy Statement (NFPS) in 1992 promising 10 
protect our high conservation value (HCV) forests until "regional assessments" are done to see if they art 
needed for an adequate reserve system. Neilher have honored their promise. 

Fede,aI Environment Mjniste, 1. Faulkner, recommended 1300 BCV forest areas due to be jogged this year be excluded from 
export woodchip licenss, to protect them until they were assessed. 495 of these HCV forest areas are in northern NSW 

Fedeml Minister for Rcsouioes, Mr David Beddall issued export woodchip licenses for all but SI of the 1300 
HCV forest areas increasing both the number of licenses and the tonnage of wäodchips. Keating didn't slop him. 

The Reserve system in Northern NSW is grossly inadequate 

'OItho 529p1an1 species inNSW considered rare or threatened, 130 of them are not found in any resent - 
(Benson 1989) and morn than half of them are inadequately reserved (ie less than 10% of their oriojnal area) 

'01 the 432 plant communities which exist 58% are inadequately reserved, 

0 1410/9 of the forest plant communities found in Northern NSW are not found in any reserves and 41.7% have 
less than 5% of their aerial extent conserved (including 27.4% with less thai1 1% reserved) 

NLF.A. NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE "FORESTS MUST SURVWE '95' 

endangered species 
North East N S W has the highest number of endangered plants in 

Australia & the highest number of endangered animals in N S NV 
* 36 of NSW's 113 native animals are extinct (22%) 	29 are endangered (41%) 

11 äINSW's 511 native birds are extinct 	 88 are endangered (17%4 

* I of NSW's 69 frogs species is extinct 	 14 are endangered (22%1 

* (6%) of NSW's reptiles and (5%) of fish are endangered. - 

* 399(25%) of Australia's land vertebrates need tree hollows which 	 develop 
are over 100 years (old growth forest). These include rare & endangeredbders.gl 
cockatoos and many others 

* Many other endangered animals depend on other aspects of old growth forest such as 
abundant flowers, fruit & seeds, large decomposing logs on the7oit11EFTh'TSi 
high nest sites . . 

* Of the 6.000 vascular plant species native to NSW, 19 are extinct, 62 endanaeted..a 
160 vulnerable, 270 rare & 21 of unknown status 	 In 

Australia's extinction rate is documented as lht.. 
50% of the world's recent mammal extinctions occu ned in Australia. 

Th&Wt. •flfllZ.'.ttlr'J IV? C LE.rlIs 

'The: critical habitat of endangered species must be protected 
t'j# .aI;atIn.tu&c.trnIn:s4rc. ,r I 

N.E.F.A NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE FORESTS MUST SURVIVE 	"A  

,1 
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Old Growl!: Forests of North East NSW are being felledfor Woodchips 	'C 

* Australia exports 5 million tonnes of woodchips per year 
'60% of timber removed from NSW native hardwood forests is woodchipped 

* 500,000 tonneslyear (10% of Australia's 5 million tonnes) - 
of export woodchips comes from the NSW north coast 

Now there's a new license for an extra 140,000 tonnes from the NSW north coast 

it's OX kaaovd'sSilvic1lll.tlral Residues k lopping Residues.. BUT 

• A 1959 Ictier fern the roresay Coarnthaioa to floral 'talc,: 'Pulpwood supplies ju beh4e $ pioponioc of Ioiog residue and tutnnl bnea,cne finn 'old growth' fatesta. The Commission will sequire the eonpnty to increase it, ,ititht&n of It mute to 
gunantee Ow JJJSIS,J ,pUa eouflr. Big old trees with little or no timber value are felled for woodehips. 

its OX t4cauoe it's Sawmill Residues . . . BUT 

• Many woodclips then sawmill residues are not genuine residues. One mill on the cciii. coast has on output of 3% tnen timber and 
97% woodetmip, fran co-catted 'tawinifi residues' 

Sawmluers Export Ply Ltd (SEPL) estimates that 1.000 to 1.500 tonnes otwoodehip from the north coast per year 
will be obtained from culls fftm old growth forests and that this would Increase to up to 10.000 tonneas per year 

N.E.F.& NORTh EAST FOREST ALLIANCE 'FORESTS MUST SURVWE sr 

Wilderness 
'V 

90% of people in northern NSW support protecting wildernessi 

"their value as they become fewer, will increase" (Helman 1976) 

"It is estimated that only some 4% of the land area of NSW LQ' 
remains in a wilderness condition" (NPWS 1993) 

Logging in 3 major wilderness areas in northern NSW 11 
Logging of the State Forest portion of the identified New England Wilderness in the KempseyAVnuchop 

was approved by the Minister for Plasming in March 1994. Logging continues ever diminishing the New 
England Wilderness. 

"old Growth remnants in the identified Werrikianbe Wilderness were also approved for logging over a ten year period 

A large area of Old Growth in the Macleay Gorges Wilderness has been identified for logging in the next lIve years 

All in contravention of the National Forest Policy Statement agreed to by state and fedeml govenunents, 

Solitude, inspiration, empathy with our ancient forests c:- 
N.E.EA NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE "FORESTS MUST SURVIVE 

At, 
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-ligh Conservation Value Forests 
Id growth — wilderness - endangered species 
- needed for an adequate reserve system 
ad Federal governments signed the National Forest Policy Statcuacait (NFL'S) in 1992 piOttlishig to 
our high consen'ation value (1-ICY) forests until "regional asscsswcnts" are done to ice ir they are 
for an adequate reserve system. Neither have honored their pronlise. 

Erniroament Minister, J.Faulkner, recommended 1300 1-TCV forest arcas due to be logged this year be excluded (rain 
oodchip licenscs, to protect than until they were assessed. 495 of these 1-ICV forest areas are in northern NSW 

Minister forResourtes, Mr David Beddall issued export woodehip licenses for all but 31 of the 1300 
rest areas increasing both the number of licenses and the tonnage of wbodehips. Keating didn't stop him. 

tie Reserve system in Northern NSW is grossly iradéquate 

529 plant spccies inNSW cnsidered rare or threatened, 130 of them are not found in any reserve 
1989) and more than bait of them are inadequately reserved (ie less than 10% of their oriainatarea) 

132 plant communities which exist 53% are inadequately reserved 

of the forest plant communities found in Northern NSW are not found in any reserves and 41.7% have 
n 5% of their aerial exteniconserved (including 27.4% with less than 1% reserved) 

[E.P.A. NORTH EAST FOREST ALUANCE 'FORESTS MUST SURVIVE '95' 

endangered species 
East N S \V has the highest number of endangered plants in 
aIia & the highest number of endangered animals in N S W 
P5 118 native animals are extinct (22%) 	29 are endangered (41 %) 

"s 511 native birth are extinct 	 88 are endangered (17%)4 

s 69 frogs species is extinct 	 14 are endangered 

SW's reptiles and (5%) of fish are endangered. . 	. 

of Australia's land vertebrates need tree hollows which onlvdt 
30 years (old growth forest). These include rare & endangered 
and many others - 

a' endangered animals depend on other aspects of old 
	

as 
lowers, fruit & seeds, large decomposing logs on the 	r 
ites 

10 vascular plant species native to NSW, 19 are extinct, 62 
able, 270 rare&21 of unknown status 	. TIMM 

w - 	 , 

WaadcJñpgin&. 
Old Growth Forests of North East NSW are being felledjor JVoodt 

* Australia exports S million tonnes of woodchips per, 
*60% of timber removed from NSW native hardwood forests is woodchi 

* 500,000 tonneslyear (10% of Australia's 5 million toni 
of export woodchips comes from the NSW north coä 

* Now there's a new license for an extra 140,000 tonnes from the NSW north 

liey, Say it's. (9% kcw& it's. Silvicullura] Residues & thgging Residues ...Bt 

'1989 letter from the Forestiy Lrnnüzioa to floral italec 'Pulpwood supplies %%irrduda a piopoction of ioiag reaidae aac 
ul'iculnr,J trcatmctn from "old growth' forla. The Commission s'ill require the compazy to 'mcrtase its utilhe&, of tat reww,  
guarinice the additional supplies sougW. Big old trees with little or no timber value are felled for wood, 
CIO 
AT say Ii's (9% kcwM, us. Sawmill Residues . . , BUT 
• Many woodchips from aawmifl residues ne not geouioe rSducs. One mill on the north co ha, an output ann sawn Ember 
97% woodehipg from so-called 'sav,nifl rcaiduef 

Sawmlllers Export Ny Ltd (SEPL) estimates that 1,00010 1,500 tonnes of woodchlp from the north coast pe 
will be obtained from culls fttm old growth forests and that this would Increase to up to 10.000 tonnes pej 

N.E.F.A. NORTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE WORRSTS MUST SURVIVE tr 

Wilderness 
90% of people in northern NSW support protecting wilderr 

"their value, as they become fewer, will increase" (Helman 19 

"It is estimated that only some 4% of the land area of - NS 
remains in a wilderness condition" (NPWS 1993) 

Logging in 3 major wilderness areas in northern NSW 

Logging of the State Forest portion of the identified New England Wilderness in the Kempseyi\Vaucho 
was approved by the Minister for Planning in March 1994. Logging continues ever diminishing the New 
England WiJderness. 

'Old Growth remnants in the identified Wen -ikimbe Wilderness were also approved for logging Over a ten )ear period 

A large area of Old Growth in the Mackay Gorges Wildcn,css has been identified for logging in the next five ycan 
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North East Forest Allianèe 
Media Release 	22 February 1995 

PREMIER FAHEY ASKED TO STAND UP TO THE NATIONAL PARTY AS 
NEFA ESTABLISHES A BLOCKADE TO STOP 

OLDGRO Will RAINFOREST BEING DESTROYED 

The North East Forest Alliance (NEFA) have called upon Premier Fahey to thtcmne to protect 
oldgrowth rainforest as they establish a blockade to stop State Forests loving in a compartment 
oñjially promised for protection by Prime Minister }Ceating, according to spokesperson Dailan Pugh. 

NEFA have established the blockade in compartment 586 of Killungoendie State Forest, 10 kin 
east/north-east of Donigo. An advance team of 40 people moved into the forest last night, erecting 
tripods to block access and capture bulldozers, Mr. Pugh said that the areas being logged are oldgrowih 
Brush Box dominated warm temperate rSforest winch adjoins the World Hetitage listed Donigo 
National Park 

?or 15 years State Forests have been ignoring the scientific esidence that Brush Box is a rainforest 
species and continued to log it. This area includes classic examples of warm temperate rainforest width 
are now being destroyed to prop up a mill that is likely to close as soon as the remnants of oldgrowth are. 
destmyed", 

"This ninforest stand was identified as ha%ing amongst the highest conservation values of any of the 495 
compartnents listed by Senator Faulkner for north-east NSW. It was included on the short list of 509 
compartments proposed for protection nationally by Prime Minister Keatin& 165 of these were in north- 
east NSW". 

"Shamefufly it was amongst the 29 compartments in north-east NSW which were dropped from 
Keating's list on the grounds that the NSW Government had been pre-empiin and allowed State Forests 
to conunence logging There are still significant areas remaining intact which Premier Fahey should 
intervene to protect if he has any enáonmental conscience", Mr. Pugh said. 

Mr. Pugh said the fact that Premier Fahey is still allowing oldgrowth rainforest to be longed exemplifies 
his Gownunent's lack of enironmental morals and the National Party's stranglehold on forest 
mismanagement and policy in NSW. 

Wor too long Premier Fahey has been subsen'ient to the National Party and refused to take action to 
protect at least some of the remnant oldgrowth forests", 

'With most of our rapidly diminishing tall oldowth forests due for destruction within the  next term of 
government the time for procrastination is well and truly past Premier Fahey must now decide whether 
he Will stand up to the National Party or condemn our tall oklgrowth forts along with the numerous 
species which depend upon them, to obliiom It is now or neveC, Mr. Pugh said. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMKflON PLEASE CONTACT DAILAN PUGH ON 066 882268 
OR TIM THORNCRAFT ON 550021 

FORESTS MUST SURVIVE 95 

41 
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North East Forest Alliance 
Media Release 22 February 199 

TIME FOR STATE FORESTS TO STOP DESTROYING 
OLDGROWTh RAJNFORESTS 

Remnant patches of oldgrowth rSforvst are cuxrently being targeted by State Forests in 
Killungoondic State Forest adjacent to the Donigo National Park. according to North East Forest 
Alliance (NEFA) spokesperson Dailan Pugh. 

Mr. Pugh said that the Dorrigo Plateau and its escarpment used to boast one of the most extensive 
stands of rainforest in Mstralia, but due to clearing and intensiw long most is now gone or 
severely deaded, 

•Exnplcs of these once magnificent rainforests are now mostly restricted to small sea ttered pockets 
on the  plateau and the steep slopes of it's escarpment. Many of the plateau's rainforest pockets are 
dominated by Brush Box which State Forests class as a non-rainfotest species to allow them to 
continue logging IC, 

In the late seventies it was conti between State Forests and scientists over the status of Brush Box 
that culminated in the blockade at Terania Creek, near Lismore", 

t'Since then State Forests have continued to maintain the pretence that Brush Box is not a rainforest 
species and have been systematically devastating these rainforests. 

"While the NSW Government maintained the pretence that rainforest Iogng in 145W was stopped in 
1982 they suireptitiously allowed it to continue until 1992. Now three yeats later State Forests are still 
at it", !fr. Pugh said. 

Mr. Pugh said that the Regional Forester, Mr. King has recently conceded that at least in some eases 
stands dominated by Brush Box wt rainforest and agreed to a site inspection of Killungoondie, with 
NEFA, botanists and foresters, to delineate the rainforest boundazy in the field. 

¶egrettably the District Forester, Mr. Ball, has told us that the site inspection will not now occur 
until after most of the oldgrowth Brush Box rainforest has been logged. It is not acceptable that State 
Forests now only intend to retain a few patches for us to resolve the status of after they have 
destroyed the r, 

"There is so little intact rainforest and oldgrowth forest on the Donigo Plateau that State Focests 
should not be allowed to continue to destroy it Can't we at least leave the few intact bits and pieces 
alone", 

"This rainforest stand was identified as having asriongst the highest conservation values of any of the 
495 compartments listed by Senator Faulkner for north-east NSW. It was included on the short list of 
509 compartments proposed for protection nationally by Prime Minister Keating. It was amongst the 
57 compartments which were dropped from Keating's list on the grounds that State Forests had been 
prc-emptive and commenced logging. Contraty to claims by the District Forester there was no thither 
assessment - to it being drupped", Mr. Pugh said. 

FOR FURTHER tNFORMATION Pt.EASE CONTACT DAILAN PUGH ON 066 882268 
Ok 11M ThORMCRNT 0$ 5OOZ7 
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KILLUNGOONDIE STATE FOREST 
COMPARTMENT 586 

Kilhmgoondie Stare Forest is comprised of the single compartment 586. It adjoins the World Heritage 
listed Dorrigo National Park on the eastern Donigo P1ateau 10 km east/north-east of Donigo. It has 
been proposed by NEFA'S for addition to the park and World Heritage listing it is comprised of 1oed 
and oldgrowth nthfarest being identified by Senator Faulkner as one of the highest conservation value 
areas on State Forests' order of works for this year. Logging is now undetway. 

OLDGROWTh RAINF0REST 

Compartment 586 is comprised almost entirety of wc temperate rainforest, with about half the 
compartment dominated by Brush Box. The Coachwood dominated stands have mostly been heavily 
logged, while the Brush Box dominated stands largely remain unlogged. The adjacent rainforests in 
Donigo National Path have been heasily logged. 

The Donigo Plateau and its escarpment used to boast one of the most extensive stands of rainforest in 
Australia, but due to clearing, and intensive logging most is now gone or severely degraded. Relatively 
intact renmants of these once magnificent rainforests are now mostly restricted to small scattered pockets 
on the plateau and the steep slopes of it's escarpment. Many of the plateau's rainforesi pockets are 
dominated by Bnish Box which State Forests class as a non-rainforest species to allow them to continue 
logging ii. 

In the late seventies it was conflict between State Forests and scientists over the status of Brush Box that 
culminated in the blockade at Terania Creek Since then State Forests have continued to maintain the 
pretence that Brush Box is not a rainforest species and have been systematically devastating these 
rainforests. 

VThile the NSW  Government maintained  the pretence that rainforest logging in NSW was stopped in 
1982 they surreptitiously allowed it to continue w3til 1992. Now three years later State Forests are itin at 
It. 

The NPWS's rainforest botanist, John Hunter, inspected compartment 586 and noted: 

"From the point of view of conservation the areas of zcnlogged wann temperate rainforest with 
occasional Brush Box are of most sigi4ficance. Despite warm temperate rainforest, with or 
without Brush Ba; being widespread on the eastern and northern Dorrigo Plateau in the past 
unlogged samples of this forest type in the area are few and poorly conserved - examples of the 
forest zype in Dorrigo Nat/and Park for ütance were heavily logged before addition to the 
park It is therefore desirable that this forest tje be e.xchtdedfrom lagging." 

The Regional Forester, Mr. King, recently conceded that at least in some eases stands dominated by 
Bmsh Box are rainfbrest and agreed to a site inspection of Killungoon die, with NEFA, botanists and 
foresters to delineate the rahtft boundary in the field. The District Forester, Mr. Bail, has told us 
that the site inspection will not now occur until after most of the oldgrowth Brush Box rainforest has 
been logged. It is not acceptable that State Forests now only intend to retain a few patches for us to 
resolve the status of after they have destroyed the rest 

HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE 
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This rainforest stand was identified as itning amongst the highest conservation values of any of the 495 
compartments listed by Senator Faulkner for north-east NSW. It was included on the short list of 509 
compaflnients proposed for protection nationally by Prime Minister Keating. It was amongst the 57 
compartments which were dropped from Keating's list on the grounds that State Forests had been pie-
emptive and commenced logging. It was dropped without any ernrironmental assessment. 

This patth of oldgrowth, along with the few other remnants in the area, Undoubtedly plays a 
disproportionate role in the maintenance of populations of a variety of endangered species on the 
plateau. When the remnant patches of tall oldgrowth forest are fully plundered, as is almost the cas; and 
as the remnant oldgrowth habitat trees die and crash to the forest floor, the reverberations will be felt 
throughout the ecosystem. Any further diminution of the already severely depleted oldgrowtb habitat 
elements will flurther threaten the suMval of a variety of endangered species in the Donigo area. 

NO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Under the Timber Industiy (Interim Protection) Act 1992 the State Forests were exempted from having 
to prepare EISs for loing in most of the Dorrigo MA until the end of October 1992. By this time they 
were meant to have prepared an US for the whole of the Doriigo MA. They prepared what they called 
an ETS, though none of the other Government departments agreed with them. Political pressure seemed 
to be prevailing to force the Department of Planning to determine the purported EIS until NEFA 
commenced legal proceedings. Planning then refUsed the ELS on the grounds that it had too many 
manifest deficiencies, but before the Mfitter for Planning could formally refuse the ElS, the Stale 
Forests hastily withdrew it and wrongfully blamed the Endangered Fauna (Interim Protection) Act for 
their failure. 

Reprehensively State Forests have been systematically targeting and destroying the oldgrowtb remnants 
on the Dortigo plateau. State Forests are exploiting what they perceive to be a loophole in the 11(W) 
Act, which allows them to go on failing to get their FiSs together while they log the last frw pockets of 
otdgrowth on the plateau. 

Two years and four months after the TI(IP) Act specified that an ELS should have been prepared and 
State Forests' exemption from the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act's requirements should 
have ceased, State Forests are logging yet another area of outstanding environmental significance without 
anUS. 

UNSUSTAINABLE LOGGING 

In 1988 the State Forests realised that they had over-estinuted available yields of quota sawlogs from the 
Dotrigo Management Area by over 20% and yields of small logs from Wild Cattle Creek State Forest by 
over 60%. They made no attempt to reduce yields in line with new estimates and continued 
unsustainable logging The failed Donigo EIS made no mention this yield deficit and instead claimed 
that they would have to reduce quota yields by 9.4 0/a due to the creation of new reserves. NSA 
estimated that less than 15% of the proposed yield reduction was due to the creation of new reserves, 
with the vast majority attributable to their erroneous yield assessments. 

There are three mills with quota sawlog allocations from the Dorrigo MA. Two mills owd by B oral, 
one at Bostobñek (near Dorrigo) and one in South Crafton, and one owned by the Briggs family at 
Briggsvale (next to Downfall Creek). The quota timber from Killungoondie is going to B oral's Grafton 
milL The two B oral mills have long term Wood Supply Agreements (defacto resource security) with 
State Forests. In their submission to the Dortigo EIS in Februaiy 1993, G.L. Biiggs and Sons Pty Ltd 
stated: 
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"We would be likely to et -perience a 30010 rediwion if companies with Wood SupplyAgreements 
received preferential treatment Lndepcnd.ent asses sinent aeMies that (IL. Briggs and Sons 
would not be viable with a 9.4% quota reduction - At 30 016 the Directors would be bound to 
recommend to the owners that the operation be discontinued." 

In July 1993 fwc destToyed part of Brias' mill. The fire was apparently deliberately lit by persons 
unknown, thougb it was e'ident that they knew the layout of the mill sufficiently to target the most 
damaging area to burn and to turn off a crucial water pump. The mill has not yet been rebuilt thouaJ, 
under a political sweetheart deal, Biis' quota continues to be taken and sold by Brigs to Fennings 
Timbers at Waicha 

A 1994 reassessment of yields of quota sawlogs in the Gratton Forvstiy District has identified over twice 
as much resource available Item pruciously loed forests as is committed to industry. This prosides the 
opportunity to transfer ScraPs C3rafton xnllFs quota from the Dorrigo MA to the Grafton MA. 

It is e%ident that the Doirigo MA is still being grossly ovexcut and that there needs to be an immediate 
quota reduction to introduce some measure of sustainability. The ThE measure of this reduction will only 
be able to be detcunined once an adequate reserve systetn has been identified, the impact of constraints 
required to safeguard natural values in other areas detailed and a proper yield assessment undertaken. 
There is no doubt that the adoption of ecélogically sustainable practices in the Dorrigo MA will 
necessitate a significant reduction in quota sawlogs. The continuation of unsustainable logging rates in 
the Donigo MAis the principle factor responsible for current resource problems. The future of timber 
production in the Dorrigo MA is one based on utilizing the over abundance of small logs, not rapidly 
diminishing oldgrowth trees. 

In the Don-igo District the two principle areas of oldgrowtb are in the eastern and western parts of 
Chaclundi SF, with the western stand within the Guy Fawkes River Wilderness. There are a few small 
stands and many fragments of oldgrowth forest and steep unlowbie areas scattered throughout the 
District. By transferring Bora?s quota kr its Cirafton mill from Donigo to Gnfton, ternthiating the 
allocation to Biiggs and providing some assistance with industzy restructuring it is feasible to protect all 
oldgromh forest in the Don-igo District without having a significant impact on the industry. 
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17 November 1995. 

Ms Rhonda O'Neill 
The Forest Protection, Society 
Suite 6 Richmond Arcade 
Cnr Walker and Canterbury St 
CP1SINO NSW 2470 
FAX; (066) 626 423 

Mr David Burgess 
Newcastle Co-ordinator 
NEFA 
C/- 90 Hunter Street 
NEWCASTLE 145W 2300 

FOR URGENT JLflENTION 

Dear Rhonda, 

As you are aware, the issue of violence within the onçjoing 
woodchipping dispute has emerged in the media this week. 

I bring 	to your 	attention the 	enclosed article 	from 
yesterthay's Telegraph Mirror (16/2/95) . 	In a joint mocHa 
release with The Wilderness Society Nowcstle, I have 
expressed my organisation's disgust and revulsion at the 
printing of this article in a major newspaper. 

In line with our Prime Minister's response to Col Dorber's 
comments of Monday night I have forwarded Ms Devine's arlicle 
to the NSW Police Commissioner for further investigation. 

Pleasing as it was to heat your organisation distance itself 
from. Mr Dorber's remarks. I feel grave concern that violent 
opinions such as this are presented from a pro-industry 
perspective in a major publication. 

I feel it would be appropriate if you could assure NEFA that 
these views are not the Forest Protection Society's, and that 
you distance yourself from these remarks publicly as NEFA 
would from incidents such as tree spiking and monkeywrenching. 

I would rest easier knowing that Me Devine and the industry 
have not colluded in the production of such gutter journalism. 

I am looking forward to hearinj your views promptly. 

Yours sincerely 

David Burgess 
NEFA 	FAXt (049) 295 940 	PH: (049) 294 395 
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• .11 we have to physically cohiront these peopje who 
have opposed us for so long, then so 'be it. . .Maybe the 
time has come. And I just say toH  these people, in the 
industry, if you're going to do that, use your common 
sense and make sure that it's not being filmed when you 
do it. " -. Executive Director of NSW Forest Products 
Association, Col Dorber. ABC IV (13/2/95) 

"People who belt people in the face ought to be charged. 
And people who encourage thetrx'tó belt them should ,be 
charged too. - Prime Minister Keating responding to, 
recent timber workerviolence in South East NSW (7.30 
Report 14/2/95) 

Con8ervation groups on the North Coast are appalled and 
disgusted at an article published In the Telegraph Mirror of 
Thursday 16/2/9.. The Wildernews Society (TWS) Newcastle and 
the North East Forest Alliance (NEFA) today condemned comments 
made by Miranda Davino advocating violence as a means of, 
resolving the woodohip issue1 ' , 

Both groups call for Ma Devino's Immediate dismiseti, question 
the Telegraph Mirror's editorial policy' in allowing such a', 
story to be published and call for'a public apoloay by the 
nwspaper. Legal advice is being nought and a complaint has 
ben lodged with both the' Australian Press Council and, the' 
Auqtralian Journalist's Association. 

p 

Ms Devine's comments include:,  

"i,. ,a short gharp puSh' "to the nose can achieve a lot 
more ' than '.ryears of appeasement, diplomacy and 
compromise." 

"It's a pity Darter f1t he had to apologise and even 
more,,9f a pity that Boral timber deserted his cause." 

"A smabk in the face seems like a fair trade for the 
threat 'of a metal spike in a tree." 

Speaking for '1W! in Newcastle, Mr Glen Iclatoveky said 9  "Fort ' 
wajor metropolitan newspaper to be advocating violence in any.  
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form IS delorabL and comments such aethes& are of great 
concern. 

"The WlldorneSS Society,, and 	all AustraJian 	environment• 
groups, strictly follow non-violent principles. What we seek 
is a restructuring . of the timber industry into sustainable 
management, not only for the environment but aluo in terms of 
jobs. Articles such as this make fair debate impossible. 

"We hope thatthe workers and 
this piece of gutter jpurnalism 
further violencp" 

industry ilso come out against 
in a' united response opposing 

Spokepera0n for NEFA. Mr David Burgess stated, "For live 
years polls have 2  shown that opposition to the woodchlppirig of 
Australi4'Slast old growth for.sts stands at •over 80%. Me 

fr Devine.'a 	',atScle 	is 	an 	abomination, 	and 	
totally 

unrepre8efltqtfVe of' the potnunity at large. 

"Why is it tli&€ when the farc &cal nature or the woodehip 
'industry Sn& the forest agenciS supporting it becomes clear, 
a 	perate, 	paign of "Greens Cost 3oba", unub3tafltiAted 
monkeywrenchlflg allegations and economic lies is unleashed, 

"Anybody who has watched the situation over the past 20 years 
will realise that since the woodchip industry emerged on the 
scene timber worker's jobs have almost halved whilp togging 

i has 	ncreased by 40%. We have no wish to take sway jobs. A sustainable sawlog industry can operate without . doe troylng the 
last old growth and high conservation value forest left. 
Article's such as Ms Devirle's are a joke and a disgrace." 

Both TWS Newcastle and NZfl belieS,e that Ms 	Devine's 
insinuation that loggets refraining from violence in their 
deatings with 	conservatIoniSts as. being comparable with  
Chamberlain's appeasement of Hitler In 1939, is barely worth ,, 
response.  

AllefltiOne by the indUitry of ,"eco-terrorim" only sOm.: 
emerge around election time and occasio ' ns where scoring. ' 
political 'poInts is convenient. 	-  

If 'sabótae by .coflservation$StS is as 
Devjñe suggsta. why . do 'senior police from bo,th !ISW. and 
Victoria report that they have never investW&te4 anyone 
aseociàted'With the conservation movempnt in' te'á'rd to 
vandalism. On the North Coast, the only person ever charged 
and convicted with 'sabotage was an ex-emploYee of the Sore 1. 
Timber mill at Casin'o.  

TWS and NEFA call upon' 5tte Foreitè. ' The Forest Protection 
,Society. Forest Products Association arid, companies such as 	p 
floral to 'respond appropriately to Ma Devine's s.ords as they 
did to Col Dorber's. outburst of last Monday. 

In tine with the Prime Minister's comments on Tuesday night, 
Ms 'Devine's article has been forwarded to the 145W Police 
,Corinieaioner for urgent etteitiOfl.  
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"If anybody within the tirubar industry see9 this story ds a 
mandate to bash or thtiinidate conservationists, then the p.'." 
and suffering physical violence causes will reaL on Ma 
Devine's conscience. As somebody who has been hospitatlued at 
the hands of police and loggerti in the paet. I strongly 
condemn violence by anybody involved In this issue " . Mr 
Burgess concluded. 

Contact: David Burgess and Glen Klatovthy 
(049) 294 395 
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NORTH EA5T FO?E61 ALLIANCE 

N.E.F.AI 
Ok Tim Thcmcraft, Kalang Rd, Bellingen 2454 

ph 060  W= fax 006 551700 mob 010 072044 015 700480 

AMBER ALERT 
"NEFA GOES TO TOWN" 

The 'Native Forest Network has announced a series of arni-chlp/pro-oidgro' 
rallies in capital cttles over tie next couple of weeks. The first one is In Newc 

on Saturday 18th Feb and then the 
BIG ONE in SYDNEY on SUNDAY 19th Feb. There's a march, big rally and 

with Kate Cerebrano and John Williamson. 

NEFA proposes to GET US A CONVOY 

Those from Beflingen or North can form up an Tuss night for DEPARTURE 
onWEDNESDAY MORNING 9:00AM from the BEWNGEN ENVIRONMENT:, 

OENTRE 
Those from South of here please contact Tim or Jono/Dave/NEFASUNKER 066 

224731 so we can most up on the way. 

We or hit up some bush on the way down md have • couple of days to run arr 
In Sydney 

Bring your Imaginabon, theatheal gear, musical inslrurnen, firesticks, campini 
gear )  banners, d*plays etc. Given the usual vehide shortage, If you've got anyth 

remotely roodworthy, please 
bring it. We'll all chuck in for peb'oI. Tentative camping site Is 'Mrs Macqarles' 

Ghui(, near the Botanical Gardens. 

Hopefully we can stir plenty of irteresi"arnong the disaffected youth/middle aged 
of Syddey to 

corns back up with us for an immediate blockade of some tasty Old Growth, 
We've juv0deked 

site' at NuHa-Frve Day and the ate election Is only weiS away, so lets keep It 
rong. 
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Minister ftr the Environment, Sport and Territories 

AUSTRALIA'S WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATIONS SUCCES SPtJL 

The Minister for the Environment, Senator foltn Paulkner, today 
announced that Australia's latest nominations to the World Heritage 
Cogcndttee have been suessfuL 

Australia has gained a in World Heritage property, with the listing of the 
Australian Possil Mammal Sites at Rivenleigh In north western 
Queensland and Naracoorte In south eat South Auafralia exwrisiona to. 
the Central Eastant Rainforets of Australia and the listIng of tflwu-Kat. 
l)uta Nattnral Park as a cultural landseapt 

Senator Faulkner said he we1cnnnd the  news fiaw the World Heritage 
Commjfta., who are rating in Thailand this week. 

I am delighted that these three properties have been given the 
internadnnal recognition they deserve. Thty am zww rewgrdsed as not catty 
being angst the most outitandhtg place In AUstralia but also the world, 
Senator Pau1ln said. 

The Australian Poe sil Mammal Sites at Riversltgh and Nmeoorte, wt 
tell much of the akaf of the evolution of Australian marsupials over the 
last 25 million years, are Internatlonafly significant They are dlstinrtty 
Australian and help us bidet understand the modem ecosystems and 
animals of other Wørld Heritage yitpetin. 

The listing of the raiztnt3 of Central Eastern Australia is a renomination 
and atenalon of the. Australian East Coast Itpnatv and Sub-Tropical 
Ralnjorest Parks World HnItagi Property, listed in 1986. ThIs reprnena-
over 40 separate pn$ected ueas In south eastern Queensland and northern 
New South Wales. The tonsta are of enormous sdentifie value. Their 
evolution shows Australia a linka with Gondwana, the ancian± southern 
super continent. 

The listing of tJluru-Icata Tjuta National Pirk for oiltunl landscape values 
recognizes the complex links f414 over thousands of years between 
Aboriginal people and the land. The reiownd natural features of the park 
were Insaibed on the World Heritage List In 1987. The Joint management of 
the park by traditional owners and the Australian Natuxe Couzervatlon 
Agency is a modal for Australia and the world. tfluru-lcata 'Ijuta National 
Park is only the secor4 property In the world to be listed for cultural 
lait 

Ut 



Serator Faulkner said Australia is recognised internationally as a m ajor  
supporter of the World Heritage Convention. 	- 

mw Government is dedicated to the spirit of the Convention and US h as  
been demonstrated by the number of areas we have 

7 	 for World Heritage listing and the actions we have 

'Not only does World Heritage listing provide recognition and protection of 
the outstanding universal natural and cultural value of listed propersa, 
but there are also benefits for Australians, and In particular, local 
comrnuniUeL" 

Por example, the listings of the Tasmanian Wilderness, KAadu, 
Eata Tjuta and the Great Barrier Reef have boosted tourism activity &t these 
reons, bringing Increased economie activity and entpioymat" 

Senator Paulkner said that the three new nom nations had been dons with 
the co-operation, and goødwlll of the relevant Stati Governments. 

Aust'alia now has 11 sites.that are resgnised as.being of such outstanding 
international significance that they are inacipted on the World Heritage 
Ust 

They are: 
Tasmanian Wilderness (TAB) 
tfluna-Kata tiuta  Naftotzal Park (NT) 
Kakadu National Park (NT) 
Lord Howe Island C3ttup (145W) 
Wiljandra Lskn (NSW)' 
Fraser bland (QLD) 
Shark Bay (WA) 
Central Eastern Rainforests Of AUStSI* (NEW and OLD) • 	Great Barrier Reef (QLD) 
Wet Tropla at Queensland (QLD). 
Australian Fossil Mammal Site (QLD And SA) 

Media enquirle: 	Carolyn Beth 
(06) 277 7640 or(O15) 296 245 

Copies of fact sheets: 
	Trisha Azzopardi 

(06)2741815 

Friday 16 Decembá 1994 

successfully nouünated 
'taken to ensure these 



THE RSAINFORESTS OF CENTRAL 
EASTERN AUSTRALIA 

htj9S6, flit AustallM EastCoaM 
Te*tpentt and Subivplval 
Rainforflt Pmft bmm the sbcth 
Australianpsopnty to be sated at 
the World flstage 1*. The prvperty 
compsed a çnl-flJLfl0f alvtael 
differt rudiand pwft fla ieSvn 
and netWI SCfl a 
eicimtpased nit of the bs 
Staining nthS mu as,Sat*d 
euSypt cothnnudds fuwid in New 
South Wales 

The World Natge C- ......ln-t in 
corsdeh' the 1956 nrthaSfl, 
noted flit L9irubWtf r idhig the 
orovertv to frAOtI 
xeasoIriinfoiniM 

In October 1992 IS Awtallan 
Govenittfl submitted a naithatlort 
to ç,(WTbd the World HnlSp pwp.ity 
to include tlntt* tint parS 
aM gg,avJth euuthst QsSmii 
Thlø expanded ysvytfl7 Is kUOWn n 
Wflw RainMeS of Cnrgral LL.km 
Auftalla'. 

The newpropaty cmrpSn ananay 
of over 411 protfld ot niudhig 

0 wIthIttheadfl&gWcdd 
-- and additWI 
ames Ut Queensland and New South 
Waist &(3U of itt sft 01 the 
proposed ç.---'*l. the Ausbtlian 
30veinflC waS — wit the 
World I-fntbp twel&4 
opentlnal gWdWbw to iEcthate 
the entre as 

The nogdon was devSped as a 
cooperative exciSe between the 
Commwnvealth, Queetd and New 
South Wales Govtflt 

The  RainknS of Central Eastern 
Australia ptopcty Is valued as an 
outstanding evtflplt of the evolution 
of sub-ttcptsl reb4ornls and the 
developntat of AnMnhisn flora. 
Many ann also provkie a habitat for 
numerous nit aid w'"' pleat and 

The four majàr types of rsfozest 
found wilt S World Heitge 
property hlit.da sub-fropól 
nk*xat thy audoret nat 
— tnt and cool. 
tempenflSn 

Fossil evidenS tr4Jentá that mudt of 
the rainforeet fla has evolved 
dbeSy ftc upton with lived on 
lit andal &Udcn' landmu& 
Gop4wa The flqkltSt of these 
uvØS .abtp and ktiqczatt 
loinS rid thS pat 1mb with 
Gvn ISIS IflOt Mature of IS 

are of — sclantific 

Of paztladr i1L.at the sct'&he 
ca'nn'umity lads so-ailed ptdtive 
plant specS wtáth an be fowtd In 

both Iavykal and aubtopbi 
ninftrns. 'le p1mb have been 
(otiS to aaiay jva.mbja anclard 
plsl* species 

The rahtwdlo Alo provide bAlmS 
for a zldt and diverse buna, whith 

mda r&e and atdange1 spedes 

A Coordfnathig Cortte has beet 
esmb1ls1. 	islng aftm of the 
commanweahhbtpaztnteatt of the 
Ertvliamttt, Spon and Territoit 
nil the auidn PM1,lble lot nature 
cwnexvañat and bzatiy in the State 
of New South Wale. and Queislm'id. 

The CommIttee', aim is to hKilitaw 
coopaflUve uwiagement aaoai Slate 
boundaries S the puiposes of 
protectiM caisewatlon and 
prautaUon of the new World 
HStage pwpra'ly. 

Day-to-day managemer4 
rnponaibflltht for the property will 
rsnain with the relevant State 



NEW SOUTH WALES 	 State Foist 

• Goothbuz*a Ste Forest.. 
• Spices Cap State Forest. 

Acacia flain Flora Receive • Gllbnrt State Forest 
• Captain's Creek Flora Reeive • BUrn Vale State Paced 
• Tooloam Scrub Flora Resave • Cantabal State Fore8t 
• Dame Mountairt Flora • Tevlot State Forest 

Reserve • Kiflarney State Forest 
• Murray Scrub Flora RSaw • BUrnett Creek State Post 
• Bungdoozle Flora Raerve • Croinan Creek Stat. Forest 
' Cambridge Plateau Flora • Ta1à Ott? Stats Forest 

Resin.. 
• MailargarS Flora Reserve 

The Castla PlOts Reserve 
• Oxtey Wild Rivers Nafional. 

Park 
• Metbin Lagoons Flora Reserve 
' Curutawarra Flora Reserve 

• Wilson Peak Flora Raexve 
• Mount Clunie F1'a Reserve 
• Amaroo Flora Reserve 
• Fenwlcks Scrub Flora Reerve 

QUEENSLAND 

National Parka 

• Springbrook National Park 
• 

	

	• Lazniagtoxt Nalioni Park 
• Mount Chingitee National 

Park 
• 	.i Mount Barney Nalional Park 

• Main Range National Park 
o Mount Mistake National Park 

Environmentil parks 

• Turtli Rock Environmental 
Park 	 . . 

o  Telemofl Environmental Park 
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10: ENVIRONNII3N'r AND POLITICAL, REPOICIERS 

George Smirk, NSW Minister for Forests has issued the attached media releaso. 

The release supports Senator Faulkner's, position on usina scientific experts from ihe conservation movement to assist him With the ide-rnificntion of old giowib forests of high conservation value, 	 - 	 - 

This is yet another slap in the, face for the Federal Resources Minister, Mr Be4daIl who 
ignored Senalor Faulkner's advicç, 

For more intb:'mation contact: Stcphen Taylor U.AppSc. AlEc. ph:  02 230 2023 

MEDIA RELEASE MINISTRK FOR 
LAND AND WATER CONSE[WA'florq 

22 December 14 

On 7 October,1994 I mode comments and remarks on ABC Radio concerning survey work 
carried out by Mr Stephen Taylor in Glenbog State Forest in the South East Porests and on 
Mr Teyiors comments on the result of his work. 

In my Statement I questioned Mr Taylor's credentials, I called him extreme in view, I said that 
he WM panlclpating in a hunger strike arid demonstrating In Sydney. I said that he was 
engaged In a citinclestine study and that he knew he was lying when he discussed the issuc of 
togging the old growth forest In Glenbog State Forest. 

It has been di'ewn to my attention that my remarks were incorrect and without foundation, I 
unreservedly withdraw these remarks. I had no intention of making comments defamatory of 
Mr Taylor and regret that I may have unintentionally caused him any hurt. - 

ft 

L4v01 3 Stifle Office DIticI M.tc(uuvIe Street Sydney tsJSW 20(N) 
Cenr,',ci: tti'btrt HAyncs Ptwne (02)228 36 14 8 i'u. (02) 22$ MtIII Mobile (0t6) 2') 21143 
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NOTES FROM NCj\ REGIONAL TJjQ419/1195 

REPORTS 

Nyniboida SF * MAc (CEC) scouted cpts 629, 8, 7. All were regrowrh with possible old growth on Steep inaccessible slopes. Had his car tyres let down. 

Mt Marsh SF (we of Whiporie) * Cpts 436, 437 and 439 are currently being 
logged and cpt 440 Is due to he lugged In Feb according to the District Forester. 
All of these get Dallan's gold etephant stamp as being high conservation value 
forests with significant old growth and likely Koorl significa, Scouting will 
happen this weekend (21/22 Jan) by Mic and Georgia, Koori values will be 
looked into. 

Mebbin SF (s.w. of Murwillumbah) Local Bee-keepers are conccrned that large 
Ironbarks which produce prolific flowers are being logged. They feel a hit -
trapped as they need a lease from State Forests for their bees so don't want to 
anger them. Bee-keepers meeting Col Staple.' (District Forester) 2 Feb. Lots of 
gap creation. To be scoured 20 Fan by Andrew (Caldera). 

Whian Whian • WWI!EN met with State Forests 17 Jan and discussed flora 
prescriptions. A wrinen response is expected by Feb. Another meeting is 
planned for early Feb. State Forests won't start logging until after meeting. 
State Forests were impressed with the qUality of the proposal document and the 
general tone of the meeting. 	 t. 

ACTION PLAN 

• Tuesday 23 Jan. Simultaneous protests outside Munvffluthbah, Casino, Grafton, 
Kempsev and Newcastle State Forests offices (and hopefully more) demanding a 
sensible and responsible forest policy from the government. Press release to be 

3petrfromNEFA lIQIn Usmore (066) 224737. Protests to be organised locally. 
Wednesday

, 

 24 Jan. Possible blockade at Grafton Boral Mill. To be confirmed late friday by Karen and Mic (066) 431863. 

Sunday 28 lan. Possible forest action/blockade at Mt Marsh depending on 
Scouting. 

Contacts: 
NlTh HQljsmore (Jormo & Dave) (066) 224737 phone and fax 

-Toonumh 	(Georgia) (066) 333 108, fax 333 292 
-CuJdera rc (Andrew) (066) 7fl121 
-Clarence EC (Karen & Mic) (066) 431863 
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N.E.F.A 
North East Forest Alliance. 

149 Keen St. Lismore. 
NSW 2480 

Phone/Fax 066224737 

PRFSS RULFASI1; FOR IMMI*NATP 1ThIFASI1 23/1/95 

Members of the North Ea,it Forest Affiance toda. gathered outside State 
Forests offices all over the north east coast today to protest the irresponsible 
behaviour of the government and the timber corporations in our state forests. 

'1he federal government has refused to enact its own policy, the state 
government refuses to see zeusc'n, so now we're going back to square 1, the 
district State Forests offices." said NEFA spokeNperson David julian It is 
anticipated that today's actions will virtually close down State Forest offices from 
Newcastle to Casino. 

"The signing of the export woodtl,ip licences clearly showx the intent of 
the federal government to continue to log our last stands of high consen'atlon 
value forests. we are not tooled by the elaborate pantomimes of 1 he Federal 
Government. tedda1l must he sacked and the wuodchip licenscs 
cancelled. No amount of rhetoric will convince the Australian public that the 
Prime ministers is sincere in his promises that export wuod chipping will be 
phased out by the end of the century. He has been saying this since his industry 
statement of 12th of March 191 yet he continually allows the amc,ttnt of wood 
chips exported annually to increase." 

"Its not just woodchips that are being exported but jobs and the priceless 
heritage of our native forests. With the mounting evidence that awlogs are 
being chipped and pristine forests destroyed to fill these quotas it cannot he 
claimed that this is sensible economies..h.e jobs provided by a sustainable value 
adding timber industry based on plantations would provide employment, 
generate financial returns indefinitely and help repair our envirolunent. This 
is far from the reality at present with job loss in the timber industry at an all 
time high and environmental damage rampant. The government is clearly 
pandering to the irresponsible and ruthless greed of the powerful multinational 
corporations. They are more concerned with pathetic aid contrived attempts at 
saving face than with our future." 

"Ihis is not an issue that concerns minority environmental groups but is 
of crucial importance In all Australians. NF.FA Intends to mohilise the full weight 
of public pressure to either revoke this decision or remove this government 
from power. Ihe following weeks Will see an increasing number of protests both 
in regional centres and in the forest. we will show the government and the 
timber industry that the people of Australia are outraged by this blatant 
exploitation of our resources and will not he satisfied until the woodchop 
licenses are revoked and sensible forest practices, in lint' with international 
agreements, are adopted." 

Spokespers )n 
David julian 

066 224737 
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Ansnt1onJohnCorkil1 	19/1/95 

Howdy, somethings come up YOU might b e interested in. Percy 
Clark, 065678239), Has been fight Ing the Kernpsey Council over a 

stretch of land he freeholds near nuLla five Uay(see map). For the past 

6 yeurs The Kempsey Council have been attempting to resume his 

land to build a road. This will enable S.F. to access the nulla five day 
state forest. The road Itself goes through areas that have never been 
logged and includes a valley of Old Growth Rainforest. He has got till 
the end of the month to wi-he submissions. His soliciters told him that 
this was just a formality. He's understandably frantic and seems to 
think that they Will he roading within the next 3 months. 

Perry has all the correspondanre he has had between him and 
the council for the last 6 years. There original proposal was for a road 
within 50 metres to his house. There excuse was that they needed to 
maintain an oki track that connects the properties. State Forests can 
then gazzete the road for their purposes finance the neccesaty 
improvements and usi it for there own purposes. He has approached 
the ombudsman 'Mth do success. The proposed road goes through 4 
private properties, through significant stands of red cedar and other 
(valuable) rainforest timbers. Percy will he paid $15000 
compensation. The council discussed the decision in closed meetings." 
The man Percy has been talking tots the Councils Director of 
Opperatlons a Mr John Davidson. 

A bit of publicity might put a few red faces on the Kempsey 
council members and hopefully keep S.F. out. 

Dave and Johnno 
From the NEFA Bunka 

1' 
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COMPANIES AND MARKETS 

B oral execs deal lacks detail 
HEAVYWEIGHT building materi-
als supplier Boral Ltd may find itself 
under fire at its annual meeting next 
month over a proposal to increase 
substantially the company's contri-
bution to the executive share plan. 

Shareholders will be asked to vote 
on a change in the basis of alloting 
shares to the executive plan, without 
any real detail of the effects of the 
move on the plan. - 

Boral is planning to change the 
basis of deciding the amounts put 
into the plan from I per cent of 
consolidated profit after tax to I per 
cent of consolidated profit before tax 
and before abnormal items. 

The explanatory notes in the 
notice of meeting say that directors 
have decided to enlarge the number 
of executives eligible for the plan 
and so want to increase the maxi-
mum amount contributed by the 
company to the plan. 

For shareholders voting on 
November 14 at the meeting, there 
are no other details such as how 
many more executives are being 
covered, whether the share plan is 
an incentive-based plan (and, if so, 
what are the requirements), whether 
the plan is in lieu of other salary or 
an add-on remuneration and so on. 

Nor is there any exposition of the 
financial effect. A quick glance at 
the latest accounts suggests that on 
the current basis a maximum of 
$1.29 million would go into the share 
plan based on the 1993-94 profit. 
But, on the new basis, this would rise 
to $4.25 million. 

This is mainly because of a large 
$205.4 million abnormal charge on 
profit in the current year. This 
reduced operating profit before 
abnormals and tax (of $90.2 million) 
from $424.7 million to $129.1 mil-
lion. 

The increase in the amount going 

into the plan represents a 229 per 
cent increase on 1993-94 figures - 
the sort of increase which would 
seem to require noting, if not an 
explanation. 

This perhaps overstates the effect, 
however, since 1993-94 is the only 
year in the last decade in which 
Boral has had a large abnormal item 
in its profit (caused by large-scale 
rationalisation). 

Still, taking the last five years as a 
longer-term comparison, the change 
in the basis of calculating the 
amount for the executive share plan 
would have lifted the maximum 
amount from $10.4 million to $19 
million. 

Shareholders have to make these 
calculations themselves and there 
are no details to justify such a major 
change in the basis otcalculating  the 
benefits. Instead, the explanatory 
notes merely say "Directors con-
sider that these changes are appro-
priate". 

Boral managing director Tony 
Berg is overseas and the company 
secretary, Michael Scobie, was 
unobtainable for comment yester-
day. 

If Boral does face questioning 
(and several institutionare already 
stirring), it will be because of the 
method of presenting the change, 
rather than the actual dollars 
involved. 

Shareholders of companies such 

as Boral normally would trust their 
board of directors to act in a 
reasonable way on matters such as 
executive compensation - but it 
vould have been nice to see some 

supporting details and an indication 
whether the maximum amount has 
been going into the plan. 

From the reactions, it appears 
Boral may not have canvassed the 
proposals with institutional share-
holders before announcing them in 
the annual report. 

If executives are to be given 
incentives via such plans, sharehold-
ers now expect the rewards to be 
tied to some specific measure of 
performance rather than a percent-
age of a dollar profit figure. 

Concentration on these issues 
won't go away and Australian 
companies need to realise that they 
have to supply more, rather than 
less, detail to shareholders. 

The Australian Investment Man-
agers Association has already tied 
up with the Council of Institutional 
Investors in Washington and has 
held talks about an international 
forum for big investors to exchange 
information. 

For the last two years, the CII has 
published a list of the S&P 500 
under-performers so that all large 
investors can keep an eye on the 
performance laggards such as Digi-
tal, Goodrich and Woolworth. In 
time, this approach will cross the 
Pacific to provide fresh pressure for 
Australian companies. 

As well, according to US news-
paper Pensions & Investment, the 
largest pension fund in the US 
(California Public Employees' Retire-
ment System) has banded out ratings 
on companies' corporate governance 
performances, giving poor marks for 
companies such as du Pont, John-
son & Johnson, and Xerox. 
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Ncrth East Forest Alliance 
r 

MEDTA RELEASE 2 February 1995 

NEFA demands hans Uricisma's resignailul 
NEFAcJlsfcr National Parks toprosecute State Fcrcsts. 

NEFA cal Is for the Envinsiment ?rctethui Authcr!ty to plTheaite State Forests. 

ogging lies been slopped in the New England V41derne5s, Nulla Five flay Slate Forest, after 
NEPA has uncn'ered fluiflEtrous counts n illegal logging. 
Today, the Enviroitnient ['roteclioji Authority Will investigate NEFA's allegatins. 
The Natinta Pnrks and \\iIcIiiie  Serice are preparing to inspect the area, 

in Lils week it wa connrmed that State Fbrest' were cnimitting a ci9muial offence by 
logging without a licence to Take and XII endangered spedes. 

Serious breaches at the ronution Control Jicnce hued by the Environment Protedion' 
Authorny,  £T'A have been round by the North Easi Forest Alhance. Roading has been carried out within an area at exteme en -sian hanitl in the highesL rainfall perlLxl. \Mlhin two weeks of 
NITFAs previous site nspection, serious erosion has already occurred The next clowapour onud 
see a huge amount of erccled i)ateriai endng up in what was only two weeks ago a pristine creek, 
The FP.'\ must prnecate and fcrce State Forests to carry out urgent remediai re5tcwalion 	c, WOl  

Unfortunately this is ltx;kng all tco 'similar to the disaster that nenirred In the adjoning Cak 
State rort, at Killieki -ankie where 90,330 tonnes a' soii was mobilisedpolluting the creeks of the Bellirgen catchnierii. 
State FrA'csis were sucssfuIiy prt%ealted t' the EPA for this incident. 
3eing a irst ifience, Sta:e Forests got off lightly 

The courts canncit aiiàffd to be ch:s lenient again "Such mktakes are too cctly to the 
environi'renr sa:d NEFA spokesperson Carrie Deutsch. 
\EFA is intent on Irinitng further polluti nit of Kempse'fs wa:er supply. 

° State Forels Managing Director f -hms Drietsma must be sacked This isirice too eAten. He is 
ebvictzsly nc* bringing State Fcrests into line. NFFA has uncovered blatant breach after blatant 
breath." said NEFA S okespersn-i Carrie fleutsch. 

The Ulockade of Ihis area will hc itiin;uined until State l'oreN git c t' nUe.n guaranice to slop ' ork 
in the Nev ritgl rid \\'ilcterness, 

For further inforniation please contact Cattle Deutsth on (065) 64780l (w), 
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• 	•: 	un AR?4IDALt ROAD WOOLSHED GULLY 

VIA WILLAWARRIN 2440 
tELEPHONE/FAil C 065 ) 617166 
RE:.CALLOWA'f PROPOSAl. FOR GRAVEL EXTRACTION- ACLEAY RIVER, TEA000 

A?TENDIQN THE SECRETARY J  

DEAR 

A FEW WEEKS AGO :YOu REPLIED To OUR LETTER AND FAX 0? JANUARY 
19h RE tHE ABOVE DEVELOPMENT. 

WE;ARE SEflDING THIS URGENT FAX TO YOU SEEKING YOUR KELP AND 
ADVICE FOLLOWING TUESDAYS KEMPSEY COUNCIL MEEtIMG. 

BRIEFLY; APROX. O MBERS or atm LOCAL C6M74UNVFY AND NBN 
TELEVISION NEWS ATTENDED THIS MEETING. COUNCIL REJECtED THE 
PROPOSED APPLICATION AND APPROVED TWO BUILDINC APPLICATIONS WHICH 
HAD BEEN HFLD UP OUg to THIS PROPOSA&. EVERYONI tEn IN A VERY 
CONPSDENI MOOD. 

HOWEVER LATER THE SANE DAY WE POUND OUT THAT AFTER TUE PUBLIC 
AND MEDIA MAD LEFT THAT THREE COUNCILLORS PLACED AN INtENTION TO 
RESCIND BOTH MOTIONS AT THE NEXT MEETXNG,INCLUDING OUR NEIGHBOURS 
BUILDING APPLICATIONS, ALRflDY WELL OVER THE 40 DAY MAX. APPROVAL 
DATE. 

THE ORIGINAL VOTE WAS 4 TO 3 AGAIN'St THE DEVELOPMENT. WE 
DESPERATLY. NEED SOME PROFESSIONAL DATA TO PRESENT TO TUE NEXT 
COUNCIL MUTING, THREE , WEEXS FROMYESTERDAY, ESPECIALLY IN 
RELATIONSHIP TO OUR OWN PROPERTY WHICH WE PEEL HAS flEER EIThER 
DELIBtRATELY MISREPRESENTED IN THE ElS, OR THAT THE SURVEYERS RAVE 
A MISTAKEN UNDERSTANDING OF OUR LOCATION. ALSO THE NOISE IMPACT 
STUDY DOSS NOT INDICATE ACCURATELY THE NOISE LEVELS WE WILT. BR  

SUBJECTED TO. 

WE FEEL THAT WE NEED A SURVEYERS REPORT AND EXPERT ADVICE ON 
THE NOISE LEVELS. WE CAN SUPPLY THE 318 AND A)NENDED NOISE IMPACT 
STUDIES SUPPLIED ON THE *90W DEVELOPMENT. 

WE ALSO FEEL THAT WE NEED WIDE MEDIA COVERAGE,. TO DRAW 
ATTENTION TO THE WAY KEMPSEY COUNCIL IS TREATING ITS LOCAL 
RESIDENTS. 



• WE HAVE SOME COUVCILORS SUPPORT, THERE AU ?HR*t ELOCRXNG ANY 
• AND ALL ARGUMENTS. WE HAVE MADE. WITH EXPERT ADVICE WE )IOPt TO BE 

ABLE TO STOP THIS DEVELOPMENT AT THE NEXT MEETING. 

WE URGENTLY SEEK YOUR ADVICE AS TO CONTACTSANDPIIONE/E$X 

NUMBERS OF PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS WHO MAY BE ABLE TO ASSIST US. 

MY HEALTH SITUATION HAS DEtERIATED TO TRE tXTSN? tnt I AN NOW 

ON A HEART NONITOfi WITH FURTHER PESTS REQUIRED,ALL DUE TO THE 

STRESS OP THIS PROPOSAL. 	 • 

THANKING YOU IN ADVM4CE FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION AND ADVICE, 

YOURS PAIThPULLY, 

M & D MATTHEWS. 
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Mr J Corkill 	 V 

North Coast Environment Couhcil 
ci- Mr J Tedder 
Pavans Road, Yarrahapinni 
Grassy Head 

• via STUARTS POINT NSW 2441 
Our Reference: BA1348 	. 

Your Reference: 

Contact: 	Dr bavid Leece (02) 791 5382 

J 
WI 	 Environment 

Pro t CC * ion 
Authority 
Maw South Wales 

P0 Box 1135 
Chatswdod 
NSW 2051 

Tel .02.1955000 
Fax .02. 325 5618 

Director 
General 

16 OCT igot 

Dear Mr Corkill 

I refer to your letter of 23 September 1994 concerning the pollution control licençes 
issued to State Forests. 

Licences were re-issued to State Forests on 8 August 1994 for 12 months. The 
approach outlined in the EPA's discussion paper was modified as a result of the 
cbmmunity consultation process and subsequent negotiations with State Forests and the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management, although a "best management 
practice" approach remains the core of the licence. All comments submitted on the 
discussion paper were taken into account, and the licence negotiated to ensure that 
effective and practical measures will be taken to protect the aquatic environment from 
pollution caused by forestry activities. 

A summary of the responses received during the consultation period was prepared 
recently and sent to all personsigroups who made a submission. Included with this 
letter, is a copy of the summary, which lists the persons and groups who made 
submissions, the broad range of issues identified, and the main themes which were of 
concern to the community. Also included is a brief summary of the licence, as well as 
a copy of the actual licence issued to State Forests' Northern Region. 

I note that you have included with your letter a copy of the North East Forest 
Alliance's critique of the Standard Erosion Mitigation Guidelines for Logging, and that 
you are concerned about the SEMGL being used as a basis for the pollution control 
licence. The EPA is currently analysing this criticjue, particularly in the light of the 
SEMGL review process that is currently occurring, but also in terms of the licensing 
process. It is important to realise, however, that the aims of the SEMGL and of the 
licences are different. The SEMGL review committee, which includes representation 
from the Nature Conservation Council of NSW, has agreed that aim of the SEMGL is 
to act as a guideline for foresters preparing harvesting plans. The licence is quite 
different, in that it contains conditions which must be enforceable, and has the overall 
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- 	This is the minutes of the nefa phone conference between 
the bin regional groups. 16/1/95 

Tim reportson a bio regional meeting last 
Thursday( 12th) Lots of local interest and new people. He 
scouted killungoondie. Chaelundt scouted on week end. 133 
and 4 finished. Awaiting order of works. More scouting to 
be done next week by Coffs harbour E.G. No ideas on direct 
action opportunities as yet. as not aLl areas have been 
scouted yet. 
Street theatre in Coffs harbour and markets starling the 

next couple of days. 
midnight oil gig in the air.(possihly at tea gardens chip mill) 

Dave burgess reports on a big regional meeting .  
yesterday (Sunday) $500 donation. Scouting at BarringtOn 
No sign of act.iviLy. Greg Gill to look at Buladella. Dave to film 
at Tea Gardens to get an idea of the types of togs going in, 
stockpiles etc. 
Newcastle uni. student council to possibly donate a $2-3M0 
Lots of interest in Newcastle for some direct action at miii: 

Dalian is engaged in dispute mediation with regional 
forester He is obtaining order of works for each 
compartment in the northern region. Regional forester to 
obtain a list of compartments in line for logging up to Aprit. 
Lynne 0. should be obtaining these soon. Tim to distribute. 
Meeting with S.F. this Friday on Whian Whian. To issue a list 

of demands. 't'hey are not likely to accept. Probably 
blorkade soon after 
Graham king (coffs hrbouy d:f. forester) put out a press reels 
about a meeting with nefa without telling us. Meeting now 
arranged for Prlday(20rh) He his probably under political 
direction to water it all down. 
At the state level conservation groups are meeting today to 
put a list ot requcsts to ALP on forest policy present to them 
tomorrow. These consist of broad guideline eg develop code 
of logging pratice, moratorium on old growth logging, phase 
otit exr)ort wr dr. 
'Graiton eis has Identified twice as much resource in 

Iregrowth as previously thought;. this is an argument for 
prot.ecting Old Growth, taking pressure off other management 
areas. 

1 

ECEIuEr FROM 066224737 P. 
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Lynn 0. resigned Advisory conmiittee. Some people from 
the S.F.. did not want to pull out. Dylan unsure of value of 
resigning or lint. Letter go to Souri.. recom mendat ions give 
us the right to refuse s.f. policies and commitment from 
Govt. to adopt consensus decisions or give good reasons why 
not. 

('reorga scouting small operation in roinpait went. 330 on 
the Cambridge plateau. Substantial Old Growth some already 
cut and burnt. Possible action there. Scouting in Mt Belmore 
comp 398. Small mill in compartment and small amount of 
Old Growth there. Three others next to flora reserve no sign 
of work there yet. 1%U marsh. to be scouted soon. await order 
of works. Nick from Clarence interested in Mt marsh, he 
requires photo cops' of compartment maps. 
Thursday regional meeting at terrania st.. 

Nick started, scouting nymbodia haven't had a look at 
Old Growth compartments yet because tires were let down on 
vechile! regional meeting end of this week. Some one from 
Clarence to attend northern regional meeting on Thursday. 

Chris ... Wauchnpe side of Kempsey scouted on Friday. No 
activity in Mt boss. 2 cornp likely to start up soon. District 
forester to give details. Dozers in 260, 275 and 290 in 
Whingham S.F. Only 260 active. 260 is next to stockyard 
creek picnic area on Oxley highway. Chris suggests farmers 
type blockade, slowing people down, giving them drinks and 
info, and possibly taking them for a walk In the 
compartment. ho regional meeting in next fortnIght to 
discuss this. 
Daws River Wauchope side.., no sign of operations. 242 due 
to start soon. 

Stump truck going on the road Tuesday night. heading 
south and will be In Sydney on the 2 5th, 'Famworth music 
festival on 28th, maybe Newcastle on 26 or 27. Also In 
Newcastle for forest summit on 6th of feb. Possibility of 
truck In Coffs harbour, depending on donations .approx $100 
a day hire. Between 28th and 6 of feb Truck can be booked 
phone number Is 065 504402 (jane). 

RECEIVED FRUM O62 2473? 	 F. 
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© 
Tim reports on a $1000 donation. Requests banners from 
W.C.C. that went to Canberra. Anyone know where they arc? 

jobno wants suggestions for rafflePO55ibilItY of gold? 

Georga to help with that. 
Dylari to down load johnno on Whian Whian meet ing. 

Jobnun keen on action there in next 1-2 weeks. there Is 
enough radIos and allot of people showing interest to make it 
work. Tim and Dylan agree. Al! expressed a need to keep 

the media frenzy going. 

Georga request Info. on witting up press releases (l)ave 

h, has info 
Cost of link up $5 per line + 35c per minute per line 
Benny Zable has a banner work shop. nefa to put money 

in to make "forests survIve '95" banners 
Tim requests all press releases to go to blo regions. 

Johnno to distribute, fax all press releases to 066224737. 
dave requests nefa letter head, jnhno to send. 
Georga to get ned to prepare brief on changes to protest 

regulations. Tim to approach Bruce Clark on this. 
Georga requests nefa leaf articles to big scrub 

preferable on apple disks. 
Next phone conference next Monday 2pm (dylan 

unavailable for next week.) 

Pkckse 
	Thon ts 
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NDMBIN HEMP EMBASSY 
62 CULLEN STREET, NIMBIN 2480 PH 066 891123 

LEASE FEBRUARY 4TH 1995 

The forest dwelling people of the 

NIMBIN HEMP EMBASSY 
(WHERE HEMP AND THE FORLiSTS GROW SIDE BY SiDE) 

is sending a Diplomatic Delegation to Canberra to present to the Prime Minister vital 
information relating to the "iniddleground" on woodchipping he is reported to be seeking. 

The "middle ground', as we see it is for the development of 
alternative sustainable resourcing industries 

which will provide EW'employment!; 
LW' national self-sufficiency in paper products, 1' plant crops that can earn valuable 

- export income (paper, cloth, food, medicine, oils, fuel and building materials) 
and that D7saves the forests. 

We represent one such plant species, HEMP (or cannabis satin), a fibrous being' 
with a long hlst'ory In the service of humankind. Since ancient times Hemp hal 

been cultivated extensively as an important source of fibre for cloth and paper, its 
seed used for food and oil, and its flowers for medicine and religous exaltation. 

The NIMBIN HEMP EMBASSY delegation will leave from the Nimbin Museum 
(the horne of the Nbnbin Nenip anbasqt and ctu'remly caupthgn heartcplart.rs for 

the End Proibflion Electon Canpalgn in the Usnote Ectou4. 
in Cullen Street, Nimbin in Northern New South Wales-at 

10 am on the morning of Sunday February 5th 1995 
and journey to Canberra where we will approach Parliament House inI'fonnal diplomatic 

(Nimbin diplomacy) procession from the NorthEast and present awagricultural/industrial 

Hemp Show Bag 	,/ 

(containing informati6n about Hemp along with samples of hemp products) 
to the Prime Minister Mr Paul Kèating 

in a ceremony to his and to our lepresentative, Mr Harry Woods MHR 
who will receive us 

on the steps of the House of Representatives entrance at 
10 am on the morning of Monday February 6th 1995 

authorized by Ambassador Michael Baldèrstone Tcicphonc 066891123 

one acre of HEMP can produce as much paper as 4.1 acres offorest 
uinthout damaging the environment, the law is an ass! 
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INTRODUCTION 

Following the signing of the North Washpool Rehabilitation 
Agreement on 8th April 1991, two scientific committees were 
convened to devise measures to rehabilitate about 200 hectares of 
logged rairiforest. The logging disturbance included selective 
felling, and establishment of snig tracks and log dumps. The 
rehabilitation measures to restore the vegetation are detailed by 
the Rehabilitation Scientific Committee (RSC) in a general report 
(Webb and Home 1992). The recommendations of the report fall 
broadly into two categories: 

That natural regeneration be augmented by 
supplementary planting on areas considered to be the 
most heavily impacted (i.e. some snig tracks and some 
log dumps). 

2. That a calendar of monitoring measures be 
implemented to progressively determine whether various 
assumptions made by the Committee in formulating its 
recommendations remain plausible, and that speedy 
rehabilitation of the rainforest is taking place. 

The first field monitoring was carried out by the RSC on 14th 
- 16th December 1992 and a report detailing the findings of the 
Committee was prepared (Webb and Home 1993). The Committee 
concluded that: 

The supplementary planting requirements of the 
Working Plan of January 1992 had been met more 
slowly than expected until November 1992, which was 
shortly before the Committee's first monitoring 
inspection. However, a substantial fdundation for the 
vegetation rehabilitation of the selected areas in the 
Working Plan had been laid. 

i4 Appropriate nursery arrangements were in train 
for germination and establishment of species not 
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available as wildlings, but still urgently required for the 
Relay mode supplementary plantings. 

Following discussions with Forestry personnel 
responsible for the project in the field, the Committee is 
satisfied that the necessary organisation, plarming, 
operational skills and the will to complete the project 
are now in evidence. 

More specific RSC comment on other aspects was as follows: 

Previous regeneration of tree species observed earlier 
had thrived, showing marked height growth over the last 6 or 
7 months. Natural regeneration of a range of rainforest 

• . canopy species (mainly Suite 1) had continued to take place, 
although Suite 2 canopy species were sparsely represented. 
Generally, regrowth appeared to have continued to cover and 
consolidate the disturbed sites, although at certain sites the 
regrowth included undesirable weeds such as brambles, 

• . 	 solanums and lick bush. 

Two transects were to be established at the Pugh sites 
in large canopy gaps, and inventoried in the same way as the 
log dumps and monitored to detennine the need or otherwise 
for supplementary planting at these sites. The results were 
considered to be a guide to predicting the outcome of 
similarly impacted sites of these more complex rainforest 
types, i.e. 2/3, 11, 23/26, 

The 21 log dump transects previously measured were to 
be remeasured, preferably by the same people using the 
same method as previously. An important addition to the 
method of measurement was to locate as accurately as 
possible, the position of the recorded species in the transect, 
by enumerating separately each 2 metre section of the 
transect. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PLANTINGS 

Work Completed and Work Required 

The position at the time of monitoring was that about two 
thirds of the supplementary planting requirements set out in the 
1992 RSC Report had been completed. The Suite 2 plants which 
have been in short supply were becoming available from the 
nursery for summer planting in 1994. 

Log Dumps 

Log Dump 	Suite Required Planted 

2 	 1 300 ' 	 345 
2 300 343 
3 300 340 

7 	 1 120 155 
2 120 168 
3 As Required 55 

According to the prescription these two dumps are complete, 
however it is intended to Increase species diversity when more 
suite 2 become available early in 1994. 

13 	 1 90 102 
2 0 0 
3 0 • 0 

15 	 1 90 111 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 

To secure more diversity on these two dumps. 20 Schizomeria 
ouata are still to be planted (Available early 1994). 



Snig Tracks 

SNIG TRACK 
	

POSITION 

Snig tracks S,L,O,J 

Suite 1 and suite 2 

Suite 3 

Snig track 2-D-E-G-H, 

Snig track A-G 

Snig track S-i 0-C 

More to be planted 

Complete 

Planting complete 

Suite 3 to be planted 

Planting complete 

Other Areas 

SITE 
	

POSITION 

Nicholson sites 	 Complete 

Pugh sites 	 Transects established. Need 
for planting determined from 
analysis of transect data. 
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Total Trees Planted 

Last Growing Season 	 1346 

This season dumps 	 1350 

tracks 	 700 

3406 

Losses (predominately Suite 3) stand at 250 and 
have been replaced. It is estimated that there are 
adequate numbers and diversity of plants to 
complete the project in the 1993/94 season: 

GROWTH ANALYSIS 

Transect Establishment 

This section analyses rainforest regrowth from the measured 
transects established on all 21 log dumps in the logged area as part 
of the Committees evaivation of the monitoring measures (see 
maps for locations). 

In February 1991, State Forests of NSW appointed Mr. A G 
Floyd as a consultant to conduct a primary assessment of the post-
logging rainforest regeneration in the North Washpool Area. Floyd 
selected nine heavily impacted sites that comprised roadside 
salvage logging areas and log dump sites, all located along the main 
access ridge (Berry Road). On 8 of the sites, he established 
transects which were two metres wide and of variable length (20 m 
to about 50 m). Each transect was located so as to extend across 
the disturbed areas where logging impact appeared to be the 
greatest. 
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Within these 8 transects, individual plants were counted, 
identified to species and their heights measured. The data was 
recorded by Floyd. 

Floyd's transects and data were accepted by the RSC which 
then decided to establish and measure additional transects. Using 
Floyd's methodology, the RSC established one transect on Floyd's 
remaining site and one transect on each of the twelve remaining log 
dumps in the area. These 21 transects were securely located, 
measured and permanently pegged in March 1991, and 
subsequently remeasured in March 1993. 

Measurement Analysis, 199 1/1993 

A major assumption made by the Committee in its endeavour 
to rehabilitate the logged rainforest was that if appropriate suites of 
canopy species were established on the impacted sites, and that if 
subsequent growth was such that development of a new canopy 
was reasonably assured, then stand sub-canopy conditions would 
in time, allow many of the disrupted ecological processes to re-
develop (Webb and Home 1992). 

The Committee also assumed that structural overstorey 
recovery would be by way of two "modes' of succession; 	an early 
"initial" suite of species and a later "relay" suite of species 

i.e..
Webb 

and Home 1992). Great importance was therefore placed by the 
RSC on ensuring that the natural regeneration and any 
supplementary planting be an appropriate species mix for each site 
type, consistent with the original stand. 

So saying, the stocking, height and species diversity of the 
developing rainforest canopy indicated from the transect data are 
crucial to the monitoring process. Any delays in canopy 
development due to poor germination, arrested succession or 
depleted nutrient availability identified in the course of monitoring 
will need to be considered and future remedial action taken. 

The data from the 21 transects have been analysed to broadly 
indicate the regenerating canopy development in relation to: 

* The quantity (stocking) of canopy regeneration over 
time. 



* The vigour (height growth) of canopy regeneration 
over time. 

* The quality ("modes" of succession and "suites" of 
species) of canopy regeneration over time. 	

/ 

I. 	Individual Transect Details 

Measurements of individual transects (depicted in charts) 
show the variation in rainforest canopy-tree regrowth, 5 years 
(1991) and 7 years (1993) after logging. The canopy tree species 
referred to in this report are those listed in Table 5(a) of the 
General Report (Webb and Home 1992), and also pages 6-8 of the 
Working Plan (Home and Webb 1992). 

A. Stocking 

The 1991 transect measurement data indicated that 
transects 2, 7, 13 and 15 had unacceptably low natural 
regeneration stocking and accordingly were designated to be 
planted as per the Working Plan instructions (Home and 
Webb 1992). 

The chart overleaf shows the 1991 and 1993 canopy-
species stocking level for each log dump. 

It is clear from the chart that there has been a general 
increase in the number of canopy species regenerating on the 
log dumps over the last two years. The log dump stocking in 
1993 ranged from 27 to 1542 trees per 100 square metres. 
With the exception of transect 12, which is a quarry, dumps 
with stocking below 100 trees per square metre have been 
scheduled for supplementary planting. 

Against the general trend, the tree stocking in transect 
2 decreased slightly between 1991 and 1993. The main loss 
appears to have been Bangalow palm, all of which died. 
However the recommended plantings have been carried out 
successfully. 

At this early stage, all log dumps other than those 
designated for planting and 12 (the quarry) are considered to 
have adequate rainforest stocking levels to allow the 
formation of a forest canopy in due course. 
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RAINFOREST CANOPY SPECIES REGENERATION: 
STOCKING 

B. Tree Height 

Sufficient stocking levels for regeneration need to be 
accompanied by clear evidence of a potential to grow-on. 
Tree height growth is an indication of vigour. Height growth 
achieved in 1991 and 1993 is shown below: 

RAINFOREST CANOPY SPECIES REGENERATION: 
TREE HEIGHT 
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The data show there has been an increase in average 
tree height in the last 2 years from 70 to 80 cm. Although in 
some cases the average height has been reduced by recent 
germination (e.g. transects 3, 4, 6 and 17), elsewhere without 
evidence of ingrowth, height growth has not been great (e.g. 
transect 8 and 16). Overall, height growth appears modest 
over the two-year period Careful monitoring of future height 
growth therefore should continue. The average transect 
height range in 1993 was 0.4 m to 1.7 m. 

C: Species Diversity 

Inspection of the post-logging stands adjacent to the log 
dumps showed that transect numbers 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 
appeared to be sites that had supported an "initial" suite of 
canopy trees. The remaining transects were adjudged as 
having supported a "relay" suite of trees. The Working Plan 
and the 1992 Report show the canopy-tree species that are 
considered to be "initiaj mode" species (Suite 1), "relay mode" 
species (Suite 2), and those species that are common to both 
modes (dual). 

The proportion of "initial mode" to "relay mode" species 
on initial and relay sites in 1991 and 1993 is shown in the 
figures below. 

SPECIES DIVERSITY ON INITIAL SITES 
(a) 1991 
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(b) 1993 

is 

14 
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11 
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• Initial (I) 
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There is some, but not always a clear difference 
between the species diversities of initial and relay mode sites. 
The initial site transects contain both initial, relay and dual 
suites but as expected, show a relatively low proportion of 
species that characterise relay sites. In contrast, the relay 
site transects contain a preponderance of relay species. 

Generally there has been an increased representation of 
relay species with time (transect 11 is an exception for initial 
sites and transect 12 an exception for relay sites). 

Increases in relay mode species are not always at the 
expense of initial mode species. This suggests that local 
environmental factors (including accidents) may have 
considerable influence on the course of development of the 
regeneration at any site. 

In 1991, two transects (7 and 18) had no relay species, 
but this was rectified by plantings in the case of 7 and 
presumably by natural recruitment in the case of 18. 
Transects 6,16 and 20 approximately doubled their 
percentages of relay species between 1991 and 1993. 

Overall, there appears to have been a natural increase 
in species diversity on both initial and relay sites, but 
particularly on the latter. 

The corresponding charts for relay sites are shown on 
the next page. 
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2. 	Overall Trends 

A. Rain forest Canopy Competition 

The 1991/93 comparison shows a marked increase in 
rainforest canopy regeneration without increase in eucalypt and 
wattle competition. 

AVERAGE TRANSECT STOCKING 
Trees per 100 square metres 

(a) 1991 

cv
RAIN FOR P155 

(,) 1993 

WATTLE 36 
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B. 	Species Diversity 

A time comparison showing the species diversity found on 
initial mode and relay mode sites in 1991 and 1993. 

INITIAL MODE SITES 
Species Diversity per 100 m2 

Somewhat surprisingly both mode species:. regeneration were 
represented on the initiaj sites, but each with relatively few species 
(10 in 1993). 

The numbers of initial mode species remained constant 
between 1991 and 1993, but relay mode species increased from 1 
to 2 and dual mode from 4 to 5. This suggests a slow but definite 
succession on the initial mode sites, although total species diversity 
is still relatively low. 
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RELAY MODE SITES 
Species Diversity per 100 m2 

In 1993, there is an average of 9 relay species and 21 species 
overall, present, per 100 m 2  on relay mode sites. A relatively 
strong, early showing of relay species is indicated by an 80% 
increase in species number between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 
by a decrease (67%) in the number of dual mode species. 
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INSPECTION COMMENTS 

This is a summary of the impressions gained over the two 
days of the on-site inspection. 

Log Dumps 

The Working Plan selected four of the 21 dumps for 
supplementary planting (dumps numbered 2, 7, 13 and 15), where 
the health and vigour of the natural regeneration was poor or where 
the species diversity of the regeneration was considered not 
characteristic of the original forest type. 

The density and arrangement of plantings carried out on the 
log dumps appeared to be appropriate, although extremely hot 
weather had resulted in losses of seedlings in positions exposed to 
direct sunlight. These deaths which occurred about 10 days after 
planting in December 1993 are not surprising, and it is rather more 
surprising that even limited shading by surrounding vegetation 
resulted in relatively high plant survival after a period of extreme 
stress. Replacement of the dead seedlings should bring species 
diversity to satisfactory numbers and spacing at all sites. 

There were numerous very young seedlings of rainforest 
species on all dumps. It appeared that the floristic diversity of these 
seedlings did not vary greatly between sites classified as initial or 
relay. Sites dominated by overstorey eucalypt or brush box, which 
were not removed during logging operations, had abundant 
regeneration of these species, although also had a diversity of 
rainforest species. At site 13, the dominant understorey species 
was a previously rare and endangered Dodonaea. 

The control of vine competition from planted seedlings would 
appear to be the next critical stage in the rehabilitation of the log 
dumps. Initial shrub and vine removal was necessary in order to 
carry out the plantings, and some cutting and pulling of regrowing 
vines has occurred since. The planted seedlings represent a 
valuable investment in the rehabilitation of the log dumps, and this 
should not be put at risk by lack of tending, especially over the next 
few years. 
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Snig Tracks 

It was estimated that the logged area contained about 14 km 
of snig tracks. The Working Plan nominated four specific snig 
tracks to be supplementary planted (tracks J, L, 0 and 5) but 
provided a prescription to be applied to the remainder to determine 
whether planting was warranted. 

Stabilisation of the surface of snig tracks has resulted in 
abundant natural seedling regeneration in most areas. However, 
generally regeneration has not occurred on heavily shaded tracks. 
That is, those where the overstorey is almost continuous eucalypt 
or brush box canopy, or very steep tracks, where litter has only 
just begun to accumulate. 

Heavily shaded tracks are not likely to support high densities 
of canopy tree species, even if they were planted, as the numbers of 
seedlings and small trees on the forest floor in intact rainforest is 
not always high. It is suggested that, so long as the surface is 
stable and seeds of rainforest species are able to germinate, no 
further action is required on these sites. 

Snig tracks beneath eucalypt or brush box cover resembled 
the ground cover and understorey conditions normally expected in 
these forest types. Some sites had been identified for further 
planting, but this work should complete the planting requirement. 
The understorey in these areas was relatively open, a condition 
that is common beneath eucalypt cover. 

Very steep snig tracks had been stabilised by riffle, and the 
control of erosion appeared to be very effective, litter had 
accumulated against the riffle material, and young seedlings of 
numerous species were seen in these litter traps. Some of the 
steep tracks were also heavily shaded, so they would not be 
expected to sustain high plant densities. 

In view of the appearance of newly germinated seedlings in 
most areas, it is suggested that there does not need to be a 
continuation of the planting programme beyond that planned for 
the early part of 1994. However, continued monitoring of the 
vegetation is warranted, to ensure that the planted and naturally 
regenerated canopy species are surviving and growing. 
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Other Areas 

Some other areas were specifically brought to the attention of 
the Committee by Nan Nicholson and Dailan Pugh of NEFA, as 
representing logged rainforest patches with excessive canopy 
removal. All these areas were investigated by the Committee. 

Two Nicholson sites were planted and four transects were 
located at one of the Pugh sites. The data from the Pugh site 
indicated that there was no requirement to plant this site although 
there may be some susceptibility to domination by vines, and this 
would need to be monitored. The institution of intensive vine 
brushing would be demanding and expensive, and would need to 
be planned carefully if it was to be adopted as a rehabilitation 
technique. 

CONCLUSION 

(1) Natural Regeneration 

Although the transects have been measured only twice, some 
tentative, broad conclusions can be drawn from the two year period 
of measurement concerning the rainforest regeneration: 

A. Quantity 

Germination of rainforest species is continuing and, for the 
most part, appear to be reaching and maintaining satisfactory 
levels. 

However the transects show a stocking variation from 27 to 
1542 trees per 100 m2  with an average stocking of 418 trees 
per 100 m2 . Those transects with stockings less than 100 
trees per 100 square metres are scheduled for supplementary 
planting. 
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B. Vigour 

Despite the addition of new germinants, the average 
regeneration height growth has increased on the majority of 
log dumps. 

The transect average regeneration height in 1993 ranged 
from 0.4 m to 1.7 m. The average overall height increase of 
only 10 cm over the period 1991-1993 is a little low but this 
is not surprising considering the increase in rainforest 
stocking. Vigour is expected to increase in the future as the 
plant numbers stabilise. 

C Quality 

Species diversity appears to be increasing. Relay-mode 
species have germinated earlier than expected. The future 
survival pattern of these early-germinating relay species will 
be of interest. 

In 1993, relay mode transects contained an average of 2 
initial species, 9 relay species and 10 dual-purpose species. 
By comparison, initial mode transects averaged only 3 inItial 
species, a single relay species and 4 dual-purpose species. 
The major canopy competitors of rainforest are eucalypts and 
wattle. 

Wattle occurred on all transects, but showed no overall 
increase in numbers between 1991 and 1998. Almost all 
eucalypt regeneration was conf'med to initial mode sites, but 
as with wattle there was no overall increase between 1991 
and 1993. Average wattle stocking remained static (36 per 
100 m2 in 1991 and 37 per 100 m2  in 1993). Eucalypt 
regeneration on initial sites remained at 17 while those on 
relay sites went from 0.3 to 0.2 trees per 100 m2. 
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Supplementary Planting 

Additional planting beyond that planned for early 1994, and 
presumably that already completed, is not recommended. The 
inspection indicated that natural regeneration of rainforest species 
has been sufficient to enable the forest structure to be re-created, 
provided these canopy species can continue to develop without 
interference from vines. 

Transect Remeasurement 

It is proposed that the 21 transects be remeasured in winter 
1994. 

Future Monitoring 

An inspection in the late summer of 1994/95 is 
recommended in order to check the success of the 1994 plantings, 
and to review the need for tending in the log dumps where 
extensive plantings have occurred. 

Further inspections in 1997 and 2000 are suggested, after 
which it is considered that the canopy tree species should be tall 
enough to be free from vine interference, and the rehabilitation of 
the forest will be secured. 

os 	 2 

David Doley 	 Ross Home 

Rehabilitation Scientific Committee 
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STATEMENT QF COMPLIANCE 

In 1993, Professor Webb retired from the RSC and 
successfully nominated Dr. David Doley of the Botany 
Department, University of Queensland to replace him as the 
NEFA representative on the Committee. 

As Dr. Doley had taken no part in the considerations that 
led to the compilation of General Report of the Rehabilitation 
Scientific Committee, the following statement has been made 
by Dr. Doley concerning his assessment of the compliance of 
the rainforest rehabilitation work done so far by State Forests 
of NSW with regard to the spirit and letter of the North 
Washpool Agreement (April 1991) and the recommendations of 
the General Report (Webb and Home, May 1992). 

It is my opinion that the rehabilitation work carried out 
by State Forests of NSW observes both the spirit and the 
letter of the North Was hpool Agreement (April 1991), and 
has put into train the recommendations of the General 
Report (Webb and Home, May 1992). 

The condition of log dumps and snig tracks is 
unformly stable, with both planted and natural regeneration 
being sufficiently abundant that there appears to be a 
reasonable prospect that all areas can be restocked with 
canopy frees. 

The diligence with which the rehabilitation work has 
been carried out was obvious from even two days of 
inspection. It is my opinion that, without afirm commitment 
from senior management, the knowledge and perseverance 
of Mr R. Kooyman, and the support from his field team, the 
work would not have proceeded so quickly or efficiently. All 
the operations, both physical rehabilitation and monitoring, 
had been done venj carefully. Even after a period of 
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exceptionally hot weather, a substantial percentage of newly 
planted seedlings had survived, indicating that the planting 
techniques were appropriate. The inspection reinforced my 
view that successful forest work requires inputs on the 
human scale, and not just on the scale of the large 
machines required to build roads and move logs. 

It is my opinion that the next two or three years of 
development of the regeneration will be critical to the final 
success of the rehabilitation work. A basis exists for 
successful replacement of canopy trees, but further tending 
may be essential to enable a reasonable number to grow in 
height without delay. Vine growth has been vigorous in 
some areas, and if vines cover the young sapling, they could 
suppress them, or at least postpone their rapid height 
growthfor a number of years. Selection of the appropriate 
level of tending will be a task requiring skill, and it would be 
most effectively carried out by someone who has a detailed 
and continuing knowledge of the forest species and 
conditiorts, plus a determination that the project should 
succeed. 

I believe that this rehabilitation project can be regarded 
as a model for other forest areas. In that sense, I consider it 
to be important that State Forests of NSW should not regard 
this project as a punishment. On the contrary, it gives an 
unprecedented opportunity to follow the course offorest 
development after a well-documented disturbance, with 
detailed descriptions of the bases on which rehabilitation 
work was designed and executed. 

7e%SJS çcqk 
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33 Protesters invade meeting 
Boral 
ambush 

By IAN LOVE1T 
ENVIRONT..ThNTAL-

ISTS hijacked Boral's 
annual meeting yester-
day triggering fears of 
a possible rush to the 
exits by its ibstitutional 
shareholders because 
the logging issue is be-
coming "too hot to 
handle". 

The greenies began 
their siege of Boral's an-
nual meeting at Sydney's 
Sheraton Wentworth 
ballroom on Sunday 
night and by the start of 
the meeting yesterday 
morning they were in full 
flight. 
The mostly elderly 

Boral shareholders were 
confronted with a chorus 
of drummers, anti log-
ging chants and an army 
of pamphleteers. 

There was no escape in 
the ballroom when Do-
ral's "green" sharehol-
ders fired off salvo after 
salvo at chairman Jim 
Leslie over the company's 
logging policies. 

The battle became so 
heated that at one stage 
Mr I,,eslle described the 
dissident shareholders as 
"liar" and he called on 
security officers to eject 
one of his tormenters, 

Shareholder Paul Hen-
nely.said"Boral's logging 
operations in several 
States are completely un-
sustainable in a broad 
ecological sense - and 
many areas have been so 
heavily overcut that sus-
taining current timber 
supplies will be impossi-
ble," 

Other attacks levelled 
at the board by the rebel-
shareholders included 
that Boral is involved in 
wood chipping for short 
term prof it and Its log-
ging operation are 
theatening native fauna. 

But the real sting to the 
attack came when a 
shareholder raised the 
possibility of a "con-
sumer boycott" and the 
likely damage that it 
would do to Its already 
battered share price. 

NSW Democrat Rich-
ard Jones took up that  

line urging investors to 
boycott companies which 
damage the environ-
ment. 

Investors need to con-
sider whether their inv-
estments are contribut-
ing to the destruction of 
the environment, accel-
erating the greenhouse 
effect and causing air 
and water pollution, he 
said. 

Mr Jones believes Dora] 
investors have to accept 
responsibility for the de-
struction of forests. 

"comapanies 	which  

damage of destroy the 
environment should not 
be supported by inves-
tors:' 

"(Investors) have to de-
cide whether an invest-, 
ment in Dora] is a suffi-' 
ciently ethical invest-
ment," he said. 

But Mr Leslie defended 
the company. saying 
Dora! was 'firmly corn-
n'iltted to a policy that 
the timber operations 
must be conducted in an 
environmentally friendly 
and socially responsible 
manner'. 

Protesters 	outside 
the Boral meeting at 
Sydney's Sheraton 
Wentworth yesterday 

'Off to a 
good start' 
BORAL chairman Jim 

Leslie beat his own 
drum yesterday, saying 
that the current finan-
cial year had got off to 
a good start. 

Be said that in the first 
quarter Boral con-
tinued to build on the 
positive trend that had 
emerged over the past 
two years. 

"Results are up for all 
major divisions Includ-
ing the US and Europe 
and, from the results to 
date and budget, we an-
ticipate that operating 
profit will Increase sub-
stantially for the half 
year ending December 
1W 

"1 am confident that the 
full year will be a good 
one," Mr Leslie said, 

However Mr Leslie did 
say the first quarter in-
cluded profits from Sa-
gasco Holdings Ltd - 
acquired In December 
.1993. 

Managing director Tony 
Berg continued the 
posItive tone, saying all 
Boral's profit centres 
with the possible ex-
ception of housing 
should enjoy strong 
growth, 
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Mr PetI'HouQhton 	 Fax: '2286537 
Chd 
SEMGL Review Committee 
C/-Department of Conservation and Land Ma igagement 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Michael Taylor••  

The ssociation sees the incorporation of a monitoring program to assess the 
effectiveness of any guidelines and subsequent corditions as an essential 
eie4nt of the SEMGL's. To this end there must be a facility to allow not only 
the ongoing assessment of any conditions applied as a result of the SEMGL's, 
but also to allow for changes to any conditions where appropriate should such 
chanbes be justified. 

At a more specific level, we raise a number of i$sue.s which need to be 
consIdered by the Committee bearing in mind the objective of reviewing the 
SEMGL's to make them more practical at the implementation level. These are 
as follows: 

a basis for the estimation of soil movement, the Universal Soil Loss 
iation is considered inappropriate in it's current form as it results in an 
ir-estimatlon of soii movement. 

Rof: 

To: 

liconsistencies in the interpretation and Implemuntation of operational - -. 	 conditions between respective agencies (CALM Bnd State Forest of NSW) 

Dear Peter, 	 need to be resolved. It is clearly epparent that the applIcatIon of current 
conditions for the mitigation of soil erosion is mo t stringent and less flexible 
on State Forests than on any other land tenure. Re: Comments and suggestions concerning Cruft (6/3/94) Soil Erosion 

Mitigation Guidelines 
Considerably more flexibility is required in the to lowing areas: 

Belo, some comments concerning the current SEM2L's for consideration by the 
SEMGL Review Committee: 	 - 	 I. Crossbank specifications and constiuçtion; 

I 	 Ii. Roll-over drains; 

Firstl', this Association believes that the SEMGL's should be clearly established 	 ill. Selective falling from watercourse flute.' and protection strips and 
as gtiidehnes which can then be used for the later d'termination of drainage lines; 

recorfimended, minimum and variable conditions for harvesting operations. 	 . 	iv. Watercourse and drainage line crossing points; 
Suchconditions must be practical and achievable and allow flexibility In 	 v.. Resultant logging/heads in drainage lines (particularly relevant for 
implementation according the the type of operation und the site conditions. For pine operations); 
any set of conditions to be workable at the field level, they must contain a certain 
level bf tolerance. 	 in adpition, it is also important that the requirement5 for roading operations and 

 extraction(snigging) be clearly separated as these twooperations have 
The SEMGL's in particular should be guidelines airnd at limiting soil movement 	 markedly different impacts on the forest environment. 
as a }esult of harvesting operations to an acceptablEt level and should not aim at 
elimirfiating all soil movement alltogether. As such the guidelines would achIeve 	 Mari members have also raised the issue of establishing different categories of 
the objective of minimising the effect/impact of harvestIng operations upon the 	 drarnags lines, as the size and water flow in draInage lines varies considerably 
natural environment within the context of the objective to harvest timber as per 	 as does the impact of forestry operations upon thesri drainage lines. 
the F[rostrY Act. .. 	 . - 

MSWFo,nr Product, 	 13.29 NIchols StreeT 	 P0 Box 903 	 Phw,. 02) 360 4022 
•.,Getttion Ltd 	 Swry H1lI 	 Dcrringhurs, 	 F. (02)361 0374 

A.C.N.001866468 NSW 2010 	 P45W 2010 
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to relate specifically to the 
5 some broader nbte of our 
to precede those comments. 

rations are conducted in an 
I specifically that soil loss and 
and feasible constraints. Naturally 
!d in the preparation of a benchmark 
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Mr. Peter Hou9tbn, 

Director Laod'Assessment and 

i
of 9ánservation and Land 

'éox 39, 

NEY NSW 2001. 

Dear Peter, 

I confined my comments of the 2nd 1 

Guidelines. However on reading the 
concerns with SEMOLS may be app' 

Our primary concern is that togging. 
environmentally acceptable manner 
movement is minimised within practi 
occurring erosion needs to be accot 
for comparison. 

It is of serious concern to our membe 
creating more soil disturbance than n 
those measures at all. it is our view I 
inappropriate circumstances and the 
in an over-zealous approach causing 
necessary and doubling the erosion 
done at an additional cost on operatic 

There is no comparison of the appU 
between State Forests and private 
State Forests is far superior to that 
by experts' from CaLM is conside' 
between the agencies is essential. 

gh of a general nature, the above points repr€ sent many of the iSsues 
we seek to have redressed In the SEMOL review process. 

you have any queries on the above points plsase do not hesitate to 
et me. 

I sincerely, 

let Taylor 
tant Director - Forest OperatIons and Policy. 

to see supposed mitigation measures 
Dssary, or even conceivable without 

the strict application of conditions in 
ry real fear of prosecution has resulted 
)proximately twice the soil disturbance 
:ard following operations. This is all 

on of the same current guidelines 
Derty. Supervision and compliance on 
private property yet PP logging controls 
adequate. Resolution of inconsistency 

at ct ,s, 	St 	
HARVESTI.VG1IIRJFORCS 7 ' 	 WITIICARk 

I3.2 .\.c hol.. Slvet. Sur,v JUl14 NSW 2010 IL. bo' 90, arIinIiunl NSW 2010 



Hopefully the following specific 
discussions 

• the methods of constructing cm 
heavier clay subsoils. 

• use of logging machinery to do 
a poor performance of miOgatin 

• the time of constructing mitigatic 
disturbance. 

• tolerance in condillons as methc 
-. walkover techniques, increased 

tall drainage as methods of redi 

arise at some stage of our 

to reduce exposure of the 

work of graders on roadsresuIting In 

works resulting in a doubling of soil 

of reducing the erosion hazard 
iching, back slope variations, cross 

j erosion hazard 

I am sure that these issues will develop in The discussions of the working 
group and eventually into component of training and accreditation. - 	- 

Ie039t1 d SSPSIG 990 ;csr ,s. enij it 
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Comments and suggestions on 

DRAFT (5/3/94) 

SOIL EROSION MITIGATION GUIDELINES 

Lfc3, 

THE STRATEGY 

The preliminary sections, Background, Administration, Application, Monitoring 
and Basis of the SEMGL form the strategy. In Applications, some rewording 
may be necessary to resolve confusions over guides, conditions, 
recommended conditions, variable conditions and minimum conditions. 
In Monitoring, specific monitoring of the effectiveness of conditions on 
completed similar (or adjacent) harvesting plans should be incorporated into 
the use or variation of specific conditions. 

THE GUIDELINES 
1. GENERAL 

(U) 	Implementation of SEMGL's shall be by conditions set out separately. 
Supplementary guidelines and conditions may be made where 
circumstances so require. 
Omit this item - it belongs as a condition. 
Omit this item - it belongs as a condition. 

(xi) Omit this item - it belongs as an exception to the application of 
conditions. 

(xU) This item may apply similarly to conditions. 

2. GUIDELINES FOR LOGGING 
2.1.3 Design and Construction 
(i) 	Clearing and formation 

Clearing width should not exceed twice the proposed road surface width 
except where necessary for the discharge of runoff. 

(iv) Pipe recovery should not normally be practised - it creates a lot of soil 
disturbance for a questionable economic gain. 
Road surfaces should normally be less than 100  but maybe steeper for 
short distances to: 

(a) 
This item would be restated more definitively in conditions. 

Roads constructed where ground slopes exceed 30o should only be by 
engineerihg design with stabilisation techniques to ensure bailer 
stability. 

(vii) Cross banks should be constructed to effectively divert water from 
tracks onto stable vegetated surfaces. They should not divert water 

falf  Russ Ainley 

Northern Field Officer. 
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onto other tracks or roads. The outlets of banks should allow water to 
drain readily from roads. 
Where a temporary cessation of operations will occur temporary cross 
banks should be installed. 

2.3 	Filter and Protection Strip 
Filter strips should be retained where the catchment area exceeds 
areas described in the conditions for different erosion hazards. The 
width of filter (and protection) strips and the appropriate catchment 

---areas is to be determined by consideration of erosion hazard, catchment 
shape, watercourse/drainage line conditions, type of forest and intensity 
of proposed operations. 
A protection strip should be retained adjacent to drainage lines, 
drainage plains or swamps identified on the harvesting plan. 
Additional strips may be used to protect drainage lines identified in the 
field. 

2.4 	Felling 
Felling operations should be carried out so that there is minimal 
disturbance within any filter-strip ;  protectionstrip or drainage line. - 

Trees should not be felled within a filter strip. 
Tree felling within a protection strip should be specified in the harvesting 
plan. 	 - 

In plantation filter strips trees may be felled to avoid windthrow but only 
where removal may result in minimum disturbance to the bed and 
banks. 
In plantations with planted strips extraction machinery may be 
authorised but only where there will be minimal disturbance to the soil 
surface of the strip and the bed and bank of the watercourse. 

2.5 Snigging 
(vi) 	Blading off will not be permitted on snig tracks. 

The grades of snig tracks should be limited and specified according to 
the erosion hazard as set out in the conditions. 
omit the specific conditions. 
Where snig or timber extraction tracks cross the beds of 
watercourse/drainage lines by specific authorisation restoration of the 
streambed and banks will be carried out. 

THE CONDITIONS 
I propose that the conditions be developed in accord with the final 
guidelines and further discussions of the group. 

sPc , 0 ea 

To 	- Pe godght=Ld Assessment and Protection, CaLM 

From 	tony Howe,  Manager Foit Planning Bionch, SFNSW 

De 	 12,Angust 1994 	 - 	 - - 

SUbjeCt 	Issues relaxing to the cunent SEMUL document and its revisloar 

- The ..;... I'—  of the SEMGL Woddng Group on 26. July 1994 it. The main issues and 
onnns wish the SEMGL that I wish to raise on behalf of State finest, amset out below. 

L 	Change in the order of guideline daus to bring related topies togetha' lithe cdsringfomiat is 
to be mabztahiet An ooainple is the guideline on logging wirhom erosion mitigation (cross banks) which 
should be incloded under Scdon 23 Snigging ntha' than unda' Sction 1. Genwsl. 

2, 	Use of a xevisttifi,mmt to give caster untatanding to the document. An outline list of cuntents 
is included in Appendix L 

Include reeenxly developed guidelines for Soil conscvotion mcaswen - elva red gina fotesi,', 
and 'Soil conservation mrasma - cyptess pine and western hardwood native forests'. 

- There is a need to teienen the Erosion and Sediment connol Strategy pro 	as part of the 
sasoL opplicosion, in 

S&'tGL 
4 

ESCS 

Enforcuable conditions (MOU) 

Guidelines for logging include the following issues to be rcolvcd 

Changes to design of cross banks and roil over" banks to give more fle,tibility 
in practical usage. 
Rtñzenccs to timber emaedon in plantations need to be dealt with separately. 
the need to esplicitly recognise timber extraction where wafltova techniques 
arc usest Such a Stion should outline: - 

- 	 dispensation with cross bank drainage; 
- 	 use of slash; 
- 	 low density operations. 

The need to detail the role of the ESCS 

6. 	Consideration should be made to the compilation of implementation guidelines or a manual 
along the Lines of the one developed by SF NSW following the 1993 workshops held jointly with 
CaLaWSIS personneL 

R:P~rdss~ 

Tony Howt. 
Manager. Forest Planning Branch 
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2 
COMMENTS ON STANDARD EROSION MITIGATION GUmELU-4ES FOR 

Appendix i 	 LOGGING, 5 MARCH 1993 VERSION 

Proposcd revised rormat for SEMGL 
Conceptual Comments 

Couteuls 

Introducion 	 In general, the EPA considers that the SEMOL provide a useful guide to professional 

Priumplm 	 officers who need to develop harvesting and roading controls/conditions/prescriptions 
Mminimrion 	 - 	 for specific comparmients. Indeed, the EPA itself uses them as a guide in formulating 

- 	 licence conditions: The EPA is concerned, hoever, that the SEMGL place too much 
Waerstotagc,wajeianrseanddithnngelinepnrtion - 	 reliance on the efficacy of the current provisions of filter and protection strips; specific 
Fottroaddesign,consuuttionanduse 	 comment on how such strips might be employed more effectively is provided below. 
Felling - imtive fores 
Sal ngandtimba'tclmction - narivefotcts 	

It is understood that it is proposed to develop separate versions of the SEMGL for Log dumps - nativ, kits 
mcuroms 	 native forests and for plantations. This is strongly supported, as is the development of 

red 	 separate versions for native forests in the northern and southern parts of the State. 
Soil conservation msa_zes - cypress pine and wtem hardwood natiw jnrstc 	 The guidelines and management practices recommended for integrated harvesting 
Use ofwon and speulal conditions 	 operations undertaken in the south-east forests need particular attention. 
Gloszy of tunas 

''"'APFEN'DIX I 	Nates 	soil craft(Lity 11,  '~Wcadcro. 

Given thatthe existing SEMGL were developed largely, from first principles, without 

APPENDD(2 	Erosionbrdclassffictioa 	 .. significant reference to objective field data, 	it is recommended 	that there 	be 	no 
APPENDOC3 	Ctobmikaudrollovcrbnkdignandcscana* changes that weaken the guidelines until trial or monitoring work has occurred that 
APPENDEX4 	Summary of slope limi ts for logging activities demonstrates the results and therefore justifies the changes. 	Unanalysed monitoring 
APPE'JDDCS 	EosiouandScdimiLConffoIStmiei(oux1inc) data may already exist within State Forests which could assist in this, and water 

quality monitoring to be carried out as part of the EPA pollution control licences will 
iogiaphy be aimed at assessing the effectiveness of the erosion and water pollution conditions 

on the licence. These conditions will take into account the SEMGL. 

The EPA believes that the SEMGL review process should incorporate a focus on 
pollution control, including references where relevant to pollution hazards. 	The need 
for discretion in undertaking forestry activities is acknowledged. 	Where discretion is 
provided, however, it is suggested that the guidelines be linked to an environmental 
outcome which will ensure that the intent of the guideline is clear and that the most 
appropriate action is taken in the field. 

In addition to 	identifying environmental outcomes, 	the 	EPA 	considers that better 
understanding and more intelligent implementation of its provisions are needed. 	This 
could be achieved by increased training of foresters and contractors. 

- Specific comments 

In addition to the conceptual concerns detailed above, the EPA considers that the 
SE?V1GL could be improved in a number of specific ways. These are detailed below. 

Filter and protection strips in plantations 

Conditions relating to filter strips in pine and eucalypt plantations need to be reviewed; 
in particular, the guidelines that relate to harvesting in filter strips. 	\Vindthrow of 
mature pines is a significant water quality issue and appears to outweigh the potential 
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problems from the temporary disturbance caused by controlled logging. However, the 
EPA is not yet convinced that the guidelines designed to prevent windthrow of pines 
are necessary in native species plantations. 

It is noted that the Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions originally specified "conifer 
plantations' in relation to filter strip harvesting, as well as specifying that the condition 
did not apply to pines planted in filter strips after 25 May 1983. This was the date 
from which it became State Forests policy that pines would not be planted in these 
areas. The removal of this date and the reference to conifers in the SEMOL not only 
allows harvesting very dose to the stream in non-pine plantations, but-also creates the 
opportunity fdr future replanting of these sensitive areas with merchantable species, 
therefore creating later pressures to harvest. These changes were made without the 
EPA's knowledge or concurrence. 

The EPA supports management actions that can remove windthrow prone trees with 
minimum disturbance, involving machinery if that is the softest option. However, the 
operation should be a one off to re-establish effective buffer strips. 

&P4c ;oe; 

Slope limits 

The slope limits used within the SEMGL appear to be excessive. It is recognised that 
this has been a point of considerable debate and discussion over the years, but the 
EPA considers that it should be discussed further, as the margin for human error on 
very steep slopes is extremely small, and the potential consequences great. 

Burning 

The SEMGL could be improved by expanded reference to pre and poit log burning, 
and its critical relationship to groundcover. Guideline l(iv) seems to place great 
reliance on the filter snip, and 2.2 makes no reference to burning as a factor in 
groundcover depletion. This needs further development especially in high and extreme 
erosion hazard areas and where intensive operations create extensive disturbance. In 
these cases there could be over optimistic reliance on the role of filter strips, with 
other measures negated by the loss of groundcover through burning. 

Sediment traps 
An additional issue that results, however, is how to manage the natural pine 
regeneration that often re-emerges in stream line areas and 	II pose a similar - 
windthrow problem at the end of the next plantation rotation. This situation should be 
strenuously avoided by ensuring that a self-sustaining, manageable and effective 
filter/buffer vegetation stand is established along stream lines. 	 - 

Provision of additional fitter and protection strips 

Consideration should be given to whether additional filter or protection strips should 
be provided in the field, and whether trees should be felled in or into these strips. 
Upper catchment areas are considered by the EPA to be highly sensitive, and should 
be protected in a similar manner to those further down in the catchment that are 
currently protected under the existing SEMGL. In addition, filter and protection strips 
should remain undisturbed, with trees not to be felled in them, or into them. 

On long slopes, and in high water pollution hazard areas in particular, consideration 
should also be given to establishing filter strips in mid-slope positions, to provide an 
additional check for runoff. Snig tracks would be able to cross the strip at one 
nominated place, with particular care taken in the controls relating to that crossing. 
For example, a sediment basin may be placed immediately downslope of the snig track 
to catch any sediment-laden runoff. Again, it would be desirable to add environmental 
outcome's to these types of guidelines to ensure that the best environmental outcome 
was achieved, depending upon the road and snig track pattern. 

Definition of a drainage line 

The definition of a "drainage line" in the field should be addressed, and targeted 
during training. The definition needs to be more clearly specified, to ensure that all of 
these sensitive areas that require protection are given that protection. 

- 	 _Thpotendal for the increased use of sediment traps should be explored, particularly 
during road construction and in some cases of snig track construction. 

Temporaty cessation of work 

Although the SEMOL addresses the temporary cessation of work, it is considered that 
further work is required over shorter time periods to ensure that erosion and water 
pollution do not occur on weekends or overnight. Methods of closing work areas and 
protecting against rainfall events at the completion of each day are required. For 
example, the contractor may be required to place hay bales at specified distances on 
snig tracks before concluding operations for the day. 

USLE 

A research program is needed to assess whether the crop factor used in the USLE is 
sufficient for the range of logging intensities that are produced, and for the first six 
months to a year after logging has been completed. The crop factor that is currently 
used is an annual average figure that may be appropriate in some situations, but may 
possibly underestimate the amount of potential erosion in others. 

Pollution hazard 

At 2.3 there should be explicit reference to pollution hazards and catchment/waters 
sensitivity. Pollution hazagis should be defined in the SEMOL and added to the 
Glossary of Terms, as should pollution. 
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Subject 	OUTCOME 	OF WOI(SHOP 	10 REVIEW THE STANDARD 
EROSION MmGATn0N 	GUIDELiNES FOR LOGGING (COASTAL 

HARDWOOD FOREST) SWANA AUGUST 2-3 1994 

APPROACH ADOPTED TO FEVIEW SEMGL 1993  

The following procedure was adopts by the group to review the SEMGL 1993. 

- - 
	 (I) 	Discuss format and purpose of the revised SEMG 	 - 

(ii) 	Develop the outline 	 - - 

Celia 

Cearing on Steep Protected Land" (CaLM 1993). It was felt that the SEMGLs 1993 did 

not contain sufficient explanatory information nor were they set out in a logicai format. It 

was also felt appropriate that they be called SOIL EROSION MrI1GA11ON 

GUIDELiNES 	(ie, not Standard Erosion Mitigation Guidelines as the word standard is 

no longer applicable). 

It was determined that it would be difficult to develop a stand atone basic Soil Erosion 

Mitigation Guideline from which all others would evolve. Given the particular nature of 

logging, it was felt that emphasis should be put on developing a specific document to 

cover the planning and management of the operational activities associated with the 

integrated and coup togging of coastal hardwood forests. It was felt that other SEMGs 

(eg, plantation togging, logging of Inland cypress forests etc) could evolve or be adapted 

from this document Under the circumstances, the following Outline was decided for the 

MG Logging Coastal Hardwood Forests (1.Cl-tF). 

• Note, It may be appropriate to consider the term SEMG Eastern Hardwood Forest 

Operations because these SEMG's will have applicability to the tablelands forests and the 

term 'operations includes harvesting and roading. 

The SEMG for Plantation Logging would be based on the draft (July 1994) prepared by 
- 	 - 	-the -  Sottwoods Region -- (SPs) -  and Southern'-RegiorrjCatM) -; see part (vi) below. 

Ill) OUTLiNE SEMG (LCI-(F) 

Discuss new components 

Commence development of first draft of SEMG (LCHF) 

Set timetable/tasks to finalise the new document 

Discuss relationship of new SEMG (LCHF) to other SEMG's 

Discuss some specific problem areas 

(i) DISCUSSION ON POSSIBLE FORMAT OF SEMG (LCI -IF) 

Directors Brief 

Mr Houghton insfructed that the SEMGLs 1993 be reviewed and a SEMG (LCHF) be 

prepared. This process should consider how the SEMG (LCHF) will be interpreted and 

how conditions will be developed from the SEMG'S. 

The SEMG (LCHF) would be part of the process outlined under Item 4 of the Minutes of 

the SEMGL Working Group 29 July 1994 for preparing harvesting plans by SF's and 

issuing authorities for logging on protected land. 

The Swansea group decided that the format of the SEMG's should be similar to the logic 

of the tuidelines for Mitigation 	of Erosion and Land Degradation for Permanent 

1 	Intoduction, 	Including RclationsNp to other SEMG's 

2 	Principles of Soil Erosion Confrol, Training, Mordto.ing 

3 	Ptastng: 

Cs) land Evaluation 

(ii) Harvesting Ptan and Rdatortship to Erosion and Sediment 

Contol Sb'ategy 

Ciii) Guidefines for Preparing Conditions 

4 	Erosion Hazard Assessment 

l'toduction to Erosion Hazard Assessment 

Iniwent Erosion Hazard 

Actual Erosion Hazard 

The Manipulation 	of Erosion Hazard 

S 
	

Roads 

6 
	

Snigging and Timber Exflction Tracks 

7 
	

Log Dumps 

8 
	

Filter and Protection Sfrips 

9 
	

Post Harvest Vegetation Management 

10 
	

Definitions 

11 
	

Referenices 

It was decided that the new draft be developed from the following documents: 

retaining relevant information from the SEMGL 1993, 

adapting relevant information 	from Northern Regions (gel Civistensen's) re- 
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worked version of SEMGL 1993, 

adapting relevant information from Southern Regions (Rob Adam's) re-worked 

version of SEMGL 1993, and 

developing new sections for Section 3 (Planning) and Section 4 (Erosion Hazard - 

Assessment). 

(iii) DISCUSSION ON NEW COMPONEN'IS 

Des Lang pSsented the results of the recent Investigation work Into a possible new 	-- 

approach to the assessment of erosion hazard on forest land (see paper attached). Des, 

Col Rosewell and Glen Atkinson had been involved In this work. Des's presentation 

covered the following: 

• 	explanation of "erosion hazard assessment 

• 	discussion on acceptable soil loss limits 	 - 	 - 

reference to latest research information 

• 	explanation of concept of and procedure for 'Inherent erosion hazard asse&sment" 

• 	explanation of concept of and procedure for 'actual erosion hazard assessment' 

- 	 explanation of approach for the management of 'cover 	- 

After considerable discussion the group agreed that the erosion hazard assessment 

component of the existing SEMGL was not appropriate and there was justification to 

represent this section in the context of Des's outline. - 

It should be noted that there will be some significant differences between the erosion 

hazard assessment procedure In the SEMGL 1993 and the new draft SEMG Logging 

Coastal Hardwood Forests. Some of the significant differences include: 

- 	the separation of erosion hazard assessment into two time scales: inherent' which 

is the natural hazard level and will be applied as a land evaluation/land planning 

tool; and the 'actual' hazard which represents the level of hazard associated with a 

specific operation on a specific site, 

adoption of 5011.055 Version 5.1 with modified slope length (U from lam to 

20m. 

- 	changing descriptive terminology of erosion hazard classes from 'low, medium, 

high, and ext-ems, to "numerfcalbased" classes. 

It was noted that there was some concern about the need to do some 'field testing' of the 

re'4sed approach of erosion hazard assessment. 

Sections 5-8 

These sections will replace section 2 of the SEMGLs 1993. The majority of the workshop 

time was spent working the rearranged format-- of- this intormation--- as presented in the 

Northern Region and Southern Region drafts. In tact, it was decided that sections 3 to 7 

of the Southern Region draft was a reasonable format for the new SEMG (LCHF) and 

- - 	 they would become sections 5'8 in the new draft. Various components of the Northern 

Region draft will be amalgamated with this material and reworked. 

Cr4 PROCEDURE FOR DE.acpMaa 	OF FiRST DRAFT OF SEMG (LCIIF) 

Section 1 

New material will be written for the Introductory section. The relationship between the 

86MG (LCHF) and other SEMS's (existing [eg, Permanent Clearing on protected land) 

or new SEMG's) will be explained in this section. 

Section 2 

Material for this section will be adapted from the Northern Region and Southern Region 

Drafts and new material will be developed. 

Section 3 

Material for this section will be adapted from: the Northern Region draft; Southern 

Region draft; SF's explanatory material on Harvest Plans; the draft CaLM "Erosion and 

Sediment Control Strategy ( Steps 1-4 in particular). Some additional material will be 

written for Sectton 3. 

Section 4 

INs section will be compiled by Des Land and Glen Atkinson based on the recent work 

canted out by Des Lang, Col Rosewell and Glen Atkinson. The paper presented by Des 

at the workshop will form - the basis on this new section (see (hi) above): 

Section 9 

The Post Harvest Management Section would be based on section 7 from the Southern 

Region draft format and a Northern Region component will be written. This section will 

recognise the different revegetation/rehabilitation requirements (based on 

climate/soil/landform etc, variations) for northern, central and southern parts of the State. 

This section will put emphasis on vegetation management. 

Section 10 

The Glossary of the SEMGL 1993 will be revised and substantially expanded to include 

standard soil conservation terms from the "Glossary of Soil Conservation Used in Soil 

Conservation' (1-toughton and Charman, SCS 1986). The revised Glossary Northern 

Region draft uses this format. 

Section Il 

It was decided that the new SEMG (LCHF) would be a more complete document if it 

included a comprehensive list of reference material. This material would be selected to 

'support' the planning/land evaluation, erosion hazard assessment, cover management and 

operational guidelines. - 

(v) TIMErABLE/TS4S(S 

The following 'Timetable was developed, based on the current commitments of the 

officers at the workshop. 	 - 
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Task/Resp.onsbifltt, Complete 	by (vu) S'€CflC 	PRO&EM 	AREAS 

amalgamate 	the Nfln 	and Southern 	&alt SEMGLs end Aug The following 	issues were discussed: 

Kd Chistensen 	and Robert Adam 
DSgn and constuction 	of cross baits 

prepare 	erosion td 	assntnt section end Aug 

Des Lang/Gee 	Munson 30cm ht with 2% 	cross fall was considered adequate in most circumstances 	with max ht 	- 

- 	 of 60cm. 	Design 	nomograms 	prepared 	by Grafton 	SCS 	Engineers 	to 	be included 	in 

cfrculate 	Oaft 	to rasp for comment/back 	by mid Sept SEMG Logging 	Coastal Hardwood Forests. 

Ian Hamum  

- 
Conditions 

final 	&aft 	ready for final 	review 	by workshop 	group end Sept - 	 - 

(possibility 	of special 	1 day meeting) The group indicated 	that it was appropriate for respective 	agencies to prepare their 	own 

conditions 	of 	authority 	but 	that 	it 	would be 	appropriate 	to 	share 	conditions 	for 
- 	 . 

final 	&aft 	edit mid Oct consistency. 	It was recognised 	that there would 	be circumstances/situations 	whore 	SPs 

Ian 	1-lannarn . and SCS would 	not have same conditions 	due to respective 	differences 	in size/scale of 

operations and use of different 	machinery 	etc. 

final 	document 	to Peter Houghton 	(tan Hannam) end Oct 
The IC Factor and the 'C Factor 

(vi) RaA110NSHIP 	- 59.46-- LOGGING COASTAL . HARDWOOD -FOS1S— 	 - 

TO OThER SEMG's 

SEMG Ptantation Operations 

The revision of the SEMG for Plantation Logging was discussed. David P,iem indicated 

that the proposed content for the SEMG Coastal Hardwood Logging could be 

accommodated by the S€MG Plantation Logging. He suggested that it would be advisable 

to wait for final outcome of the SEMG Logging Coastal Hardwood Forest prior to 

making the 'necessary/final changes to the SEMG Plantation Logging. 

The Director Land Assessment and Protection to advise on how this final 

revision/completion SEMG should be managed (which group?). 

00w SEMGs 

The group felt that following the completion of the SEMG Logging Coastal Hardwood 

Forests consideration should be given for other SEMOs to be prepared, eg. 

SEMG inland logging (cypress) 

SEMG inland (hardwood) 

SEMG temporary clearing (preparation for native or exotic spp plantations) 

• The Director Land Assessment and Protection to advise on responsibility 	for 

preparation of these (which group?). 

It was generally concluded that whilst SCS has made considerable progress over the past 	 - 

eighteen months on the relationship of these two factors to land management of forest 

areas, further research and investigation was still needed. Some of the issues raised 

include: 

the possibility of development of a rapid field test for 'K' 

the affect of the variation of logging cycles on C' eg, 15 yr cycle. 20 yr cycle 

These issues are a component of the ongoing protected land research program. 

This report is submitted for your information and further instruction. I will keep you 

advised on the development of the draft SEMG Logging Coastal Hardwood Forest as per 

the above timetable. 

Or I Hannam 

State Manager 

Protected Land 

Mi P Houghton 

Director Land Assessment and Protection 
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GEAFIDN MANAGEMENT AREA PROPOSED EDEESThY OPERATIONS 
I14VIR0NHENFAL IMPACF StATEH1T: SUBMISSION compiled by Beth Williams, National Parks 
Association of NSW, Armidale Branch, P0 Box 372 Arinidale 2350 	28 January 1995 

I wish to challenge the EIS on two grounds: 

the validity of the assessment of relative conservation value used to assign olägrowth 
compartments for logging schedules in the proposal. 

the justification for logging up to 4,800ha of oldgrowth forest identified as having 
wilderness value, when yield estimates show that current mills/jobs could be supplied 
without such logging. 

The EIS proposes a 30% increase in level of quota sawlogs harvested, with "selective 
harvesting of candidate old growth forests" following assessment and rating of old-growth 
conservation values in 4,800 ha of moratorium area of Dalmorton SF (identified part 
of Mann-Bindery wilderness) 

Old-growth forest in 13 compartments ranked as high/medium/low conservation value 
beside Nymboida NP will be excluded from logging, but 12 high conservation value 
old-growth compartments will be logged (2 before 1996, rest later in order of working, 
after completion of NRAC oldgrowth identification). A further 31 old-growth compartments 
assigned relatively lower/medium conservation value will be logged over 10 yrs to make 
up the total of 4,800ha of candidate old-growth which the proponent has decided should 
be logged in the proposal. (p  97, Table 5.2) 

None of these compartments was identified. for Sen Faulkner's list of HCV forest areas, 
but we question validity of EIS' s assessment of their relative conservation value and 
use of this value as justification for logging this 4,828 ha oldgrowth in Dalnorton 
SF within 10,901ha of identified wilderness . The assessment process for ranking 
old-growth forest as high, medium or low conservation value cannot be relied on because 
of difficulties in air photo interpretation for drier forest types of area (EIS p 93) 

* The decision to make compartments 558 and 555 available for logging before 1996 (p98) 
is particularly questionable. (Proposed Order of Working 5.3.8 p97- 98) 
The LIS judgement that these are in the lowest category of high value oldgrowth 
forest and unlikely to meet definitions of old-growth because they have less than 10% 
senescing crown is not necessarily valid, since air photo interpretation is not reliable 
in drier forest types (EIS p 93) The criterion for determining old-growth/conservation 
value should be mature forest with less than 10% regrowth. State Forest's definition 
of old-growth seeks to exclude mature forest, restricting old-growth quality to 
"ecological maturity" shown by presence of dead limbs in old tree crowns. (p  92) - 
particularly inappropriate for drier forest types of Dalmorton SF. 

(EIS p 93 "Air Photo Interpretation used for growth stage mapping cannot 
distinguish between tree crowns damaged by fire and senescing old trees.... 
Intensive ground survey necessary... ." Appendix 12A p  3. ."growth stage mappin 
for this interim process will not definitively identify areas of old-growth.." 
Appendix 11 Growth Stage Happing Dalwrton SF "...a large part of area . .dry forest 
types ..predominant species Spotted Gum ... did not show senescent characteristics 
as was expected ... almost no senescence from ground in spotted gum types ... a small 
amount of senescent characteristics seen underneath the crowns of a few very large 
(old?) spotted gum... typed as nil senescence, mature dominant, with/without regrowth. .' 

Compartmen9 558 and 555 are such spotted gum. Cmpt 558 Harvesting Plan (Appndix7) 
shows 3000m gross compulsory logs gr thn 40cm from 148 ha net area to be logged; area 
to be excluded because of excessive slope = 146.4 ha. So half the compartment is to 
be logged to supply large trees from moderate slope high site quality land, with only 
17.2 ha excluded for special emphasis flora and fauna and filter strips. Also Fig 9.1 
shows a concentration of Schedule 12 species sightings on and nearCmpts 558/555. 

Above invclithtes assignment of Cmp 558/55 to loyer conservarion value category 
of oid_groiith torest to !aake them flg3.ble tor logging beforr' 19%. 
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Need for Major Flora Reserve in Dalmorton SF 

The NPWS wilderness assessment (quoted p103 EIS) says "The tall spotted gum coanunities 
in Dalmorton SF represent some of the best remaining intact areas of spotted gum in 
northeastern NSW ... conservation status of spotted gum communities is poor". 

The Flora Report (Moore and Floyd 1994) p  55 recoanends a major Flora Reserve be 
established in the Dalmorton Moratorium.Area to conserve classes with E maculata 
/E siderophloia and associates (type 74, Spotted Guin-Ironbark), as well as Type 46, 
Sydney Blue Gum. These overstory classes were found (p 51) to be poorly conserved 
regionally and locally. 

The Fauna Report (Smith Andrews and Moore 1994) p  43 identifies Spotted Gum and Grey 
Ironbark as food trees potentially important to the Regent Honeyeater in the study 
area, and recommends extending protection for these floriferous Eucalypt species as 
a mitigation measure for the Schedule 12 Regent [loneyeater - a good argument for a 
Flora Reserve, as well as for special prescriptions to protect old-growth high 
nectar-yielding trees or those found to be occupied by the honeyeaters. 
NB Recent(1994) records of Regent Honeyeaters on north coast flowering Eucalypts indicatE 
the high nectar-yielding old growth spotted gum forests of Daiworton may be an important 
resource for this threatened species (Regent Roneyeater Recovery Team, pars corn.) 

The 13 compartments to be excluded from logging in the eastern section of Dalmortopn 
SF do not cover the full need for conservation of high value old-growth areas. The 
p157 Table 8.4 "951 ha type 74 Spotted Gum-Grey Ironbark-Grey Gum" in the - 2,037 ha 

of Dalmorton SF excluded from the proposal (but subject to future assessment) 
p 204. ."35°h of Protected Area in GMA comprises low quality dry hardwoods (15,138 ha) 
Dry hardwood forest habitits which occur on moderate slopes/areas of moderate to 

high site quality are not well represented in regional reserves ... only small areas 
in Nymboida NP.... most extensive examples of this habitat type occur in unlogged portior 
of Dalmorton SF... high population of Yellow-bellied Glider..." 

EIS decision to include all except 13 cmpts as candidate patches of old-growth for 
harvesting (p  87) is not well-based or justified.. p  202 fauna consultants "recoimnended 
additional reservation of all remaining areas ... of high quality dry hardwood in Dalmortor 
SF ... These recommendations are partially adopted under the proposal' (i.e. by exclusion 
of 2,037 ha of medium/high ranking compartments from this schedule). Not good enough! 

All above supports need for re-assessment of proposed logging schedules and need for 
a major Flora Reserve in Dalmorton SF. Other Flora Reserve proposals outside Dalmorton 
SF total only 2,130 ha in forest types with very little high site quality Spotted Gum 

** The consultant's recoanendation for a major Flora Reserve in Dalmorton SF should 
be adopted forthwith, and proposed logging schedules amended accordingly. 

Sustained Yield. 

I question the need and justification for including up to 4,800 ha of moratorium area 
old-growth in Dalmorton SF in proposed works/sustained yield strategy, with consequent 
loss of old -growth and wilderness values (p xix). EIS says it's necessary to maximise 
sustained yield - (not, as usual, to save jobs). Yield re-assessment 1994 (Appendix 
24) shows present jobs/mills could be supplied without logging old-growth. 

This applies particularly to logging in Dalmorton SF where 84km of new roading are 
proposed in unlogged forest parts of the identified wilderness area (Table 2.5, Map3). 
Dalmorton SF is proposed to be harvested at a rate of 625 ha per year for 8 yrs, it 
is the "main area of supply for quota sawlogs during the period covered by the proposal" 
p 29 and it is groups A, B and C, first priority in the order of working Map 2. 
Table 2.3 shows Dalmorton compartments at the head of Group A, and major roads Cumblebun 
Stage V, Mosquito Creek and Old Barney high on the agenda for immediate construction 
in the identified wilderness/moratorium area. Cumblebung catchment is one of richest 
faun1 sites Identified in L.una Reort (Smith Andrews md Moore p 120) 



Most of Dalmorton has been logged; two-thirds of the rest is now proposed for logging 
in identified unlogged/old-growth moratorium areas. This logging of old-growth in the 
moratorium area is NOT necessary to save jobs. Appendix 24 Yield re-assessment shows 
that volumes for existing sawmills could be provided without logging old-growth in 
Dalmorton, Washpool, Mann, Chaelundi. 

Appendix 24 p  5 Conclusion says "a large volume o5 quota quality wood is available 
now right acoss the management area .... approx 20m /ha is available now (on average) 
in diameter classes over 40cm dbhob." The decision to increase sustained yield by 
30% as regrowth comes on stream shows that the timber is there. 
Appendix 12B p3 step 12 says "need to log potential"old-growth" before 1996 is to 
-maximise sustained yields -provide wet season logging areas -provide species mix to 
local sawmills -allow time for sawmills to develop infrastructure and markets to pope 
with regrowth sawlogs and changed species mix" 

The real reason for logging in old-growth is "to maximise sustained yield t ' - 
- a questionable goal - to get as much old-growth as possible before it's all gone, 
for short-term economic gain, to get the last of the tallowwood/brushbox/blue gum high 
yielding big logs still present in patches of old-growth (209 ha of it in DalmortonSF) 

We do not believe this is justified, and call on the determiners of the EIS to modify 
the proposal accordingly. 

Silvicultural and Regeneration Enhancement 

I am concerned that approximately 100 ha of dry forest and 10 ha of moist forest will 
be treated annually to widen gaps left in the canopy to promote establishment of new 
trees (p xix); in areas of 40% canopy removal this might well mean partial clearfelling. 
I note that "loss of 209 ha of ecological old-growth in moist hardwood types is the 
principle threat to this habitat type (Greater Glider)" and "minor declines in population 
of these species are also predicted where gaps are enhanced to promote regeneration" 
(p xix) Gaps are to be enlarged to 80 m in Moist Hardwood by felling selected 
unmerchantable trees (p  31). These techniques may not be justifiable in old-growth 
forest/moratorium area of Dalmorton SF, particularly when justification for logging 
this old-growth is to "maximise sustained yield," not to maintain logging jobs. 

Pulpwood It is also questionable whether the proposal includes supplying pulpwood from 
the salvage or cull trees. Woodchips are not mentioned in the EIS, but it is known 
that mills in the GMA are contracting to supply sawmill residue to Queensland Forest 
Products which has been issued with a new license to export 140 000 tonnes of woodchips. 
The EIS mentions salvage and pulpwood volumes m /ha in Table 2 Appendix 24, including 
from unlogged areas which would be available to mills in the GFIA. These should not 
be available for woodchip export if the Federal Government reviSs current licenses 
to exclude pulpwood from old-growth forest from export licenses. This will add weight 
to consideration of varying the GMA proposed logging schedule to protect more identified 
high conservation value old-growth forest - especially whexe objective is to 
"selectively remove a proportion of dominant mature trees to create gaps for 
regeneration.. to thin out co-dominant and sub-dominant trees. ." (Harvesting Plan Cmpt 558 
Appendix 7) *1 also draw attention to statement below from Integrated Harvesting Policy. 

Integrated Harvesting in Hardwood Forests Appendix 200 Policy Statement 

I draw attention to: "Purchasers (licensees) of Crown timber products have been tardy 
in developing satisfactory arrangements.. to facilitate introduction of integrated 
harvesting on acceptable legal and administrative bases.....no significant progress 
in licensee acceptance of responsibilities has been achieved to date". This presumably 
means that licensees are not willing to take heads and butts/logging residues for woodchi 
supply, but only cull and salvage logs plus sawmill residues - and will not accept 
responsibility for co-ordinating operations, installing mobile chipmills etc. 

Boral obtained license renewal by false claims it takes only waste material from forests 
This has most important implications for current review of woodchip export licenses. 
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Integrated Harvestin; in Hardwood Forests (continued) 
Revision of woodchip export licenses 

State Forests should urgently draw the above to the attention of Federal authorities 
and suggest that revised woodchip export license conditions must specify volumes available 
only from improved standards of utilisation in regrowth/managed forests, with licensee 
giving a binding cczmaitment to introduce mobile chippers/appropriate management of 
integrated harvesting etc as required by-State Forests NSW, and without excessive removal 
of cull trees. License conditions should specify no removal of cull or salvage trees 
for pulpwood in any designated old-growth forest that may be made available for sawlogs, 
including any proposed to be taken from private property. 
Total volume of woodchips for export should be reduced to the volume available with 
strict adoption of above measures. 

If State Forests of NSW puts this forward and gets it adopted by the Federal authorities, 
it may regain control of the woodchip issue and progress to a really sustainable native 
forest industry in the best interests of sawlogging and the environment in NSW. 

Conclusion 

The Graf ton Management Area Proposed Forestry Operations set out in the EIS are 
unacceptable because there is insufficient justification for increasing the sustained 
yield and for logging old-growth in the moratorium area of Dalmorton State Forest. 

We ask that authorities amend the (2'fA proposed forestry operations: 

- to provide a major Flora Reserve 'in the high quality old-growth Spotted Gum forests 
of Daiworton SF as reccianended by the. Flora Consultants 

- to reschedule proposed logging to avoid significant old-growth forest 

- to reduce the proposed sustained yield accordingly 

* We ask that State Forests urgently seek conditi ns on revised woodchip export licenses 
as follows: 

license to be subject to a binding agreement between licensee and State Forests 
ensuring improved utilisation standards of heads and butts and logging waste/residue 
by specified practics such as use of mobile chipmills for logging waste. 

requiring that specified volumes of woodchips must come from improved utilisation 
of heads and butts rather than cull or salvage trees in integrated harvesting of managed 
regrowth/plantation forests 

requiring that nil volume of export woodchips be derived from logging of designated 
old-growth forest areas. 

requiring that no export woodchips be derived from private property logging unless 
the licensee has signed an agreement with State Forests NSW for strict supervision 
/implementation of guidelines/best practice to safeguard the envirOnment, and for the 
licensee to pay costs for State Forests NSW to carry out the necessary assessments 
and monitoring. 

Only in this way can State Forests of NSW truly meet obligations to comply with the 
spirit and intentions of the National Forest Policy. 


